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North Lancashire Naturalists Group

The Group is a local group of the Wildlife Trust
for Lancashire (WTL), primarily for WTL
members living in the Lancaster City Council
District and immediately adjacent areas of
Lancashire, South Cumbria and North York-
shire.

Meetings are open to all members of WTL. If
you are not already a member, come along to
a few meetings and, if you like what we do,
join us.

The Committee coordinates all the work of
the Group and, in particular, arranges meet-
ings, field outings, recording sessions, working
parties on local reserves and the production of
the annual Newsletter.  The Recorders receive
and collate records to help conserve interest-
ing sites, to monitor changing numbers and
distribution of species and to contribute to
national recording schemes.

For further information contact the Chairman,
Mike Moon, e-mail mikejmoon@aol.com or
27, The Row, Silverdale, LA5 0UG, tel. 01524
701163.
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Chairman’s Report

This has been another sad year for NLN, as
we lost two great stalwarts of the group.

Pat Livermore has not been very active since
about 2004 but will be well remembered for
her involvement in the early days of NLN, and
for leading a number of very enjoyable fungus
forays.  My daughters still remember those
days with fondness.  Our library contains a
number of booklets written by Pat and Len, so
their memory will l ive on.

Joyce Birchall was a committee member and
treasurer for many years but, again, not active
of late as the years took their toll.  She will be
remembered for her enthusiasm and dry sense
of humour.  People of such quality are difficult
to replace.

But we have to move on; such is the nature of
this earthly life.  So perhaps you feel you have

Editor ial

Bio-diversity has been the key theme in 2010,
and this edition of the Newsletter certainly
contains a great variety of articles reflecting
the richness of the flora and fauna in North
Lancashire.

There has also been great diversity in the
weather, with some dramatic changes from
previous years.  The first six months of the
year were the driest on record, despite all the
snow and frosts at the start.  June was the
sunniest since 1976, but then we experienced
a more usual, cooler and wet summer,
followed by an unsettled autumn.  It remains
to be seen what effect the ‘arctic weather’ of
the last few weeks of the year will have on the
wildlife in 2011!

This edition contains news from both our old
and recently acquired reserves, with plans for
2011.  There is also a local research study, an
article on the complexities of identifying
species, new finds by our dedicated Recorders

and lots more.  I hope there will be something
to interest everyone.

My sincere thanks must go to all the Recorders
for their time and diligence in providing the
reports – please continue to send in your
observations to them (or your queries).  Also,
many thanks go to those members who so
kindly agreed to write about our Field Trips
this year – perhaps more of you will take up
the pen (or key board) – there really is plenty
of help from other members.  Not least, I
thank everyone who sent in their own articles
or photographs.

I am very grateful to Laura Sivell who has again
done the typesetting; to Jennifer Newton for
her advice and support; to the staff at
Heysham Power Station (2) who undertake
the task of photocopying and to Pete Marsh
and Reuben Nevil le for facilitating this.

Barbara Crooks

the qualities to help us in running the group?
Once again, we need volunteers to fi ll
committee spaces, help with the newsletter
and think of programme activities.  We only
have about four meetings a year, so it is not an
onerous task.  I have to admit they are quite
fun, and you learn a lot!

This year we had our first garden safari which
was quite successful.  I must admit in having a
vested interest, as it was my garden.  I now
know of things in my garden that I did not
know were there before!  We hope to repeat
the event again this year, but in a different
garden.

Please make use of our web site
www.nlng.co.uk and tell others about it.
 
Let us hope that 2011 will be a good year for
us all and, at least, not as wet!

Mike Moon
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Conservation and Planning 2010

As predicted last year, wind farm
developments have dominated my planning
work.  Across my geographic area, I receive,
on average, 4 applications per week –
fortunately not all on the scale of Claughton!

We objected to the first (20 turbine)
Claughton application, which was refused in
March 2010.  This will go to Public Inquiry in
May 2011 and we have renewed our written
objection.  The revised (13 turbine) application
was recently submitted and we will certainly
object to this too.  This is despite having
worked with the developers, alongside other
conservation bodies, to spell out exactly what
surveys were required during 2010.  As I
write, it is likely that the City Council will
require the developer to submit the missing
information and thus extend the consultation
period.

The Heysham peninsula seems to be another
Windfarm ‘Hotspot’ – with schemes planned
for Heysham Harbour, another close to
Heysham Moss and one south of the bypass.
With Trust colleagues, I have been developing
the Trust’s Windfarm policy (both on and
offshore) although this has been delayed,
ironically enough, by the plethora of Windfarm
applications.  Given intense, local interest in
Windfarms, the Lancaster Sustainabil ity
Partnership planned and held a public wind
technology information event in Lancaster (late
January 2011 – exact date to be confirmed).
So keep an eye out for further details.

Lancaster’s Local Development Framework
(the replacement planning mechanism for the
old-style Local Plans) continues to evolve.  The
Trust took part in the Green Infrastructure
Thematic Workshop recently, from which it is
hoped that the key points raised will be
embedded into planning policy, and thus
ensure that issues such as climate change
adaptation and mitigation are required to be
considered in all future development
proposals.  The City Council would like as
many people as possible involved in policy
development, so visit the Council ’s website, or

if you are a Facebook user, search for ‘Shaping
a Better Future for Lancaster District’.

We continue to participate in Lancaster’s Local
Sustainability Partnership.  Its 3 priority
projects are as follows:  Pass on Plastics,
Sustainable Food/Incredible Edibles and the
Reforestation of the Lune Valley.  To find out
more, please visit www.lancaster.gov.uk and
search for Sustainability Partnership.

Marine conservation awareness will receive a
tremendous boost over the next 3 years from
two new partnership projects with the
Cumbria Wildlife Trust.  From January, Emma
Garston will be delivering the Morecambe Bay
‘Wealth of Wildlife’ Project, funded by the Big
Lottery Fund’s Access to Nature Scheme.
This aims to connect communities with their
local coastal and marine environment from
Fleetwood to Ulverston.  Starting in March, a
Marine Graduate Apprentice Scheme (funded
by the Heritage Lottery Fund) will provide
four placements per year for 3 years – two per
County.  Stil l on the Marine and partnership
working theme, Cheryl Nicholson has recently
been appointed as the Marine Conservation
Officer (Irish Sea).  She comes to us from the
Durham Wildlife Trust and will be based with
the Cumbria Wildlife Trust, whilst working also
for the Cheshire Wildlife Trust and ourselves.

Looking ahead, 2011 will be a momentous
year for the Trust, with the long-awaited
opening of Brockholes in spring.  For the latest
news, visit www.brockholes.org and I hope
you watched BBC1 Countryfi le on 9th January.
Locally, it is probably safe to say that
Claughton Windfarm will remain a big issue, as
will the next stage in the Heysham-M6 link
saga, now known as HM6L for short!

As ever, thank you so much for your support
of the Trust’s work through your membership.
It provides our core income at a time when
many other income streams are being reduced
or cancelled.

Kim Wisdom
Conservation Officer for North Lancashire
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Natural History Slides
Pat Livermore has left a huge collection of high quality slides which cover a wide range
of wildlife groups:  plants, butterflies, moths, beetles, birds and landscapes, both here in
the UK and abroad.  If these may be of interest to anyone, please contact Jennifer
Newton.

RESERVES

Heysham Nature Reserve and
Mosses

For the first time in a number of years, we
have started and finished the year with the
same compliment of staff based at our
Heysham office, with Emma Garston running
another year of community activities in North
Lancashire and Steve Ryder assisting with
reserve management.  That said, this year has
not been without some changes, and it has
been another exciting year with development
work on new projects and the purchase of
another reserve in the area.

The purchase of Cockerham Moss, part of the
larger Winmarleigh Moss which is quite rightly
acknowledged as possibly the best and largest
remaining example of a lowland raised bog in
Lancashire, was definitely an exciting
development for the Trust.  Purchased as part
of the Trust’s ongoing Mossland Project, a ten
year restoration programme has already been
drawn up and funding secured for some of the
initial works.  It is the only lowland site in
Lancashire that stil l supports the Large Heath
butterfly in addition to the Bog Bush-Cricket.
There have also been some very good moth
records from the site this year including
Purple-bordered Gold, Grass Wave and Wood
Tiger.  During 2011, we also intend to make a
concerted effort to survey for Rosy Marsh
Moth as well as Large Red-belted Clearwing.
For those with an interest in the less obvious
invertebrate groups, the Trust’s Mossland
officer, Thom Dallimore, recorded a springtail,
Heterosminthurus claviger, on site this year,
which can claim to be only the third confirmed
record for the species in the UK!

This year, Heysham NR has seen the regular
pattern of monitoring and management

activities, with most of the species recording
covered in more detail elsewhere in the
report under the individual groups.  It was not,
however, without some exciting new records,
and the highlight for me was the recording of a
number of wax cap fungi on the grasslands.
Although it wasn’t the first time they had been
recorded here (with a number of records
existing from a survey undertaken by Pat and
Len Livermore in 1990) a visit by Sheila and
John Weir in October revealed a total of 13
different species, all within a short distance
from the reserve office.  According to a
ranking suggested by Scandinavian Mycologist
Rald in 1985, this number of species recorded
on a single visit suggests that the site could be
of regional importance for its wax cap species,
and only serves to highlight again the diversity
and value of this excellent reserve.

Assisted by funding from the Lancashire
Environmental Fund for community
involvement work at our new reserve at
Middleton, much of our events programme
was focussed this year around activities at
Middleton and Heysham Reserves.  This year
saw over 32 events and work parties run by
the community and volunteering projects.
Both the bee event at Middleton and marine
activities on the shore were perhaps again the
most popular, and volunteers also enjoyed the
chance to learn traditional scything skil ls using
a recently purchased set of modern, Austrian
style scythes.  Our other new purchase of a
Charcoal Kiln, which has been used at Warton
Crag this year as part of the ongoing
management work for the Fritil laries on the
reserve, has also proved popular with
volunteers who have had the chance to learn
the basics of this traditional craft and help us
produce some excellent quality charcoal.
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After the restoration work undertaken last
year at Heysham Moss, this year has been a
quieter one, although the initial results from
the bunding work have been very promising
and there is continued evidence of active
Sphagnum growth across the bog.  The
additional pools created by some of the
bunding work have also been well used by
dragonflies this year with Four-spotted Chaser
and Emperor the most common species.
Unfortunately, this year also saw a number of
fires again on the Moss, although thankfully
away from some of the more botanically
interesting areas.  It is, however, stil l l ikely to
be several years before these areas fully
recover.

Management of the wet grassland meadow on
the reserve has continued and was aided by
the purchase of our own haymaking
equipment this year  We have also shifted our
focus away from managing purely for breeding
waders and have started work to increase the
botanical diversity of the meadow.  Perhaps
the highlight for me this year, even though
incidental to our management work, was
watching a Barn Owl hunting along the edge of
the Moss late one afternoon at the beginning
of October - the first one I have seen in the
area since I started with the Trust over 6 years
ago.

Trust staff have also been busy this year
developing a number of new projects that are
due to start in 2011.  January will see the start
of a project, funded by English Nature and
called ‘Access to Nature’ - Morecambe Bay
Wealth of Wildlife project.  Working alongside
Cumbria Wildlife Trust, and with Morecambe
Bay as its main focus, the project aims to
encourage and enable local communities to
connect with their coastal and marine
environment, as well as the Trust reserves
situated around the Bay.  The project, which
will be led by Emma Garston, will run for
three years and will be the first, full time,
community post we have had in North
Lancashire.

We have also been working to develop a
grassland project that will focus on restoring

and managing the Trust‘s grassland sites in the
area, along with a number of sites within the
Arnside and Silverdale AONB, and hope to
hear early in 2011 if our grant bids have been
successful.  In addition to this, we have also
secured funding from the Arnside and
Silverdale AONB Sustainable Development
Fund, to set up a North Lancashire Meadows
Group.  It is hoped to establish a partnership
to stimulate interest and knowledge of local
grasslands and provide assistance, if required,
for maintaining and restoring them in the
Arnside and Silverdale AONB.  The initial aim
of the group will be to secure the long term
management of the meadows under the
management of the individual partners, and act
as a source of information for farmers and
other landowners wishing to manage or
restore their own meadows.  It will also act as
a link to connect landowners with suitable
resources to deliver management work where
appropriate, as well as carry out survey work
to monitor existing sites and identify potential
new sites.  Next year we will be hoping to
recruit volunteers to help with both survey
work as well as practical meadow
management, and will be keen to hear from
any landowners interested in creating,
restoring or managing meadows on their own
land - even if it is just a large garden!

Much of the excellent work carried out this
year would not have been possible without the
many hours that all the volunteers have given
up to help the Trust, and as usual a big thank
you to everyone and I look forward to working
with you again in 2011.

Further details about the wildlife of Heysham
this year are compiled in the Heysham
Observatory Annual Report, available from the
reserve office or from the Leighton Moss
shop.

Reuben Neville
North Lancashire Reserves Officer

Heysham Office Number: 01524 855030
Mobile: 07979 652138
Email: rneville@lancswt.org.uk
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Middleton Nature Reserve

The Wildlife Trust is now into the second year
of a Management Agreement with Lancaster
City Council, the site owners, with a range of
ongoing habitat management and survey work.

Brownfield sites, such as Middleton NR, are
now known to have amongst the highest levels
of invertebrate diversity of any broad habitat
type in the UK, with a fine scale mosaic of
different aquatic and non-aquatic habitats
providing good conditions in which many
species can complete their li fe cycle.  The
importance of Middleton NR for a number of
invertebrate groups and Biodiversity Action
Plan (BAP) species has been recognised for
some time now, and this has been factored
into the prioritisation of habitat management
work.  Rotational clearing of reedmace and
overgrown ditch/water body margins is being
carried out to maintain open water and habitat
diversity for Odonata, with scarification of
open ground next to the main pool done to
specifically benefit Red-veined Darter
Sympetrum fonscolombii.  Work is also being
carried out to benefit Lepidoptera and bee
species, with pockets of previously rank False
Oat Grass Arrhenatherum elatius dominated
grassland being managed to increase floral
diversity in sheltered areas.

Odonata species recorded this year included
Four-spotted Chaser Libellula quadrimaculata,
with 55 seen on 21st June.  Also recorded
were:  Emperor Dragonfly Anax imperator,
Black-tailed Skimmer Orthetrum cancellatum,
Brown Hawker Aeshna grandis and Broad-
bodied chaser Libellula depressa - all of which
were fortunately on the wing during a
dragonfly identification event run by the Trust
in mid-July.  Good numbers of Common
Darter Sympetrum striolatum were recorded
from all water bodies across the site from July
into early October; large numbers of Common
Blue Enallagma cyathigerum and Blue-tailed
Damselfly Ischnura elegans were also
recorded across a good part of the summer.
Other damsels recorded included Azure
Coenagrion puella, Large Red Pyrrhosoma
nymphula and Emerald Damselfly Lestes

sponsa.  Migrant Hawker Aeshna mixta was
seen on the wing around the larger water
bodies from late September into October.

Neither Ruddy Darter Sympetrum sanguineum
nor the migratory Red-veined Darter, were
recorded this year, but transects and other
monitoring will continue and will hopefully
show these species making a return before too
long.

Notable Lepidoptera records for 2010 include
Wall Brown Lasiommata megera, recorded in
August in warm areas of bare ground and
short vegetation - habitats that will be
maintained for this BAP species.  Large
numbers of Common Blue Polyommatus
icarus were recorded in grassland areas with
frequent Bird’s-foot-trefoil Lotus corniculatus
early in the summer, with a brief second
generation recorded in August.  Meadow
Brown Maniola jurtina were also recorded in
good numbers across the site this year and
Small Heath Coenonympha pamphilus,
another BAP species, was recorded once
again.

Moth trapping was carried out in the central
marsh area across the summer, with records
currently being gathered.  A number of day-
flying moth species were recorded by Jennifer
Newton, including Small China-mark
Cataclysta lemnata, Silver Y Autographa
gamma and Mother Shipton Callistege mi.

A bumblebee identification event was led by
Jennifer Newton in early June this year, with 6
species recorded:  Megachile willughbie,
bombus terrestris, B.lapidarius, B. hortorum,
B. lucorum and B. pascuorum.  This event was
one of a number organised by Emma Garston,
of the Wildlife Trust, as part of a year-long
project to increase community awareness and
understanding of the reserve and its
importance.  With help from invertebrate
experts and enthusiasts, including NLNG
members, the Trust hopes to continue to
develop an understanding of the ecology of
this site in order to carry out optimum habitat
management work.
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Rotational wil low coppicing is continuing
within fen-type habitats in the centre of the
site, to maintain the open conditions favoured
by breeding Grasshopper Warbler Locustella
naevia.  The importance of MNR as a breeding
site for this species continues, with 4 - 5 pairs
recorded this year.  A single male was heard
singing from the ‘central marsh’ area as late as
26th August.

Warbler species continue to be a significant
feature of Middleton NR and this spring 9
species could be heard within the reserve:
Grasshopper Warbler, Reed Warbler
Acrocephalus scirpaceus, Sedge Warbler A.
Schoenobaenus, Whitethroat Sylvia communis,
Lesser Whitethroat S. Curruca, Chiffchaff
Phylloscopus collybita, Willow warbler P.
Trochilus, Blackcap S. atricapilla and Garden
Warbler S. borin.  Much of the data on
breeding warblers has been gathered by Pete
Marsh, not least through his constant effort in
bird ringing.  Juvenile Common Whitethroat,
Blackcap and Grasshopper Warbler were
ringed at MNR this year.  Reed Bunting
Emberiza schoeniclus also continue to breed
on the site and, remarkably, a pair of Lapwing
Vanellus vanellus successfully bred on the small
spit of ground on the northern side of the main
pool, with two chicks fledging in what must be
one of the most disturbed parts of the entire
site.

Wintering duck species and Coot Fulica atra
continue to use the larger pools towards the
centre of the reserve; Cormorant
Phalacrocorax carbo and Grey Heron Ardea
cinerea have also been recorded this year
fishing on the main pool.  Kestrel Falco
tinnunculus and Sparrowhawk Accipiter nisus
have been recorded hunting over the central
marsh area.  Other notable ornithological
records include Whinchat Saxicola rubetra,
Tree Pipit Anthus trivialis and Kingfisher
Alcedo atthis; up to 300 Goldfinch Carduelis
carduelis were using the site in late August.
Water rail Rallus aquaticus, Jack Snipe
Lymnocryptes minimus and Stonechat Saxicola
torquatus were recorded from October
onwards; wintering Grey Wagtail Motacilla
cinerea and Chiffchaff in November.

Work began this year to increase the extent of
wet reedbed in the central marsh, and this will
hopefully benefit breeding warblers as well as
wintering water birds.

Other notable records this year include
Common Lizard Lacerta vivpara, recorded
using reptile mats placed in areas of likely
habitat in late August.  Few recent reptile
records seem to exist for this corner of North
Lancs, so recording Common Lizard on the
reserve is significant.  Further survey work will
take place next year to assess population size
and distribution within the site.

Torchlight surveys of all water bodies were
carried out in the spring to record breeding
newt species.  Great crested Triturus cristatus
and Smooth Newt Triturus vulgaris were
found to be widespread, as expected, but
Palmate Newt Triturus helveticus is yet to be
recorded from MNR.  The reserve continues
to support large numbers of Common Frog
Rana temporaria and Toad Bufo bufo.

Although Bee orchid Ophrys apifera was not
recorded in 2010, as in previous years, the fen
habitats and areas of grassland on thin soils,
that are an important feature of MNR,
continue to support an array of flowering plant
species.  Common spotted orchid
Dactylorhiza fuchsii, associated Marsh Orchid
hybrids and Common Knapweed Centaurea
nigra, are some of such plants found on the
site.  These persist only in relatively low
nutrient conditions where more vigorous
species are unable to predominate.  These
plant communities will, in turn, support
invertebrate diversity and are a significant
feature of MNR.  This year, the Trust brought
in a specialist low ground pressure vehicle to
cut and remove arisings from fen areas, in
order to help maintain plant species richness.
A hay cut was also taken from the area of
hilltop grassland, to the south of Main Avenue,
as part of the work to enhance species
richness.

Work also continues on such issues as
controlling Japanese Knotweed Polygonum
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cuspidatum, removing Sea-buckthorn
Hippophae rhamnoides and investigating
opportunities to create habitat features for
Sand Martin Riparia riparia and bat species.

the Trust hope to introduce male black poplar
saplings onto the site, sourced from
Brockholes Nature Reserve near Preston.

The water bodies within the site are now
supporting a number of breeding Odonata
species:  Common Darter was recorded
throughout the summer, as well as Common
Blue, Azure and Blue-tailed Damselflies.
Emperor dragonfly, Brown Hawker and
Migrant Hawker were also observed using the
site in August.

Linda Renshaw and Jennifer Newton carried
out some work on Orthoptera this summer,
with possible but unconfirmed Dark Bush-
cricket Pholidoptera griseoaptera, and Field
grasshopper Chorthippus brunneus widely
recorded.  Notably, Short-winged Conehead
Conocephalus dorsalis was detected just inside
the reserve‘s western boundary.

The shingle island in the main water body has
again provided a nesting habitat for a pair of
Little Ringed Plover Charadrius dubius and
Oystercatcher Haematopus ostralegus.  Cattle
will soon be used on the site to help to create
favourable nesting conditions for other
waders, such as Lapwing, within the open
grassland areas.  This grazing should also help
to control Soft Rush Juncus effusus and
enhance botanical diversity within the reserve.

The summer months saw good numbers of
House Martin Delichon urbicum, Sand Martin,
Swift Apus apus and Swallow Hirundo rustica
feeding over the pools.  Up to 6 Grey Heron
has been recorded on the island on numerous
occasions and a Black-tailed Godwit Limosa
limosa was seen on 22nd July.

A significant feature of the site is the set of
native Black Poplar Populus nigra, ssp.
Betulifolia, saplings.  These are clones grown
from cuttings from a beautiful, mature, female
tree that stands within the adjacent Freeman’s
Wood Biological Heritage Site.

This species was once a feature of seasonally-
inundated, floodplain woods; a habitat that has
now all but disappeared from our landscape.
Population estimates vary, but there are now
thought to be perhaps only a few thousand
native Black Poplars in the country, with very
few in Lancashire where the species is on the
northern edge of its range.
A major factor limiting regeneration in this
dioecious species is the lack of male and
female trees in close proximity.  To this end,

Steve Ryder, North Lancs. Reserves Worker

Freeman’s Pools Nature Reserve

The Wildlife Trust is also into its second year of
an agreement with the Environment Agency to
manage this site beside the River Lune.  For
those who do not know it, FPNR was created
during the Lower Lancaster Flood Alleviation
Scheme, and consists of water fil led borrow
pits and a small range of newly created
habitats including reedbed, alder woodland
and small ponds.

Freeman’s Pools LWT
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Aughton Woods

The excellent talk on Pied Flycatchers by Paul
Cammack to our group in October, showed
just how much uncertainty there is about the
precise requirements of Pied Flycatchers for
breeding.  It seems that there are successful
breeding sites with plenty of holly, and so we
decided not to carry out any further holly
clearance in Shire Oaks Wood.  It is now
looking much more similar to how it was in
the early years of the nature reserve when 2
or 3 pairs of Pied Flycatchers were breeding
but, unfortunately, 2010 was stil l lacking any
breeding pairs - or even any sign of the birds.
It was disappointing for other species as well,
with only 9 of the 25 nest boxes used - 6 by
Blue Tits and 3 by Great Tits.  Young were
successfully fledged from 7 of the clutches,
with nests of one Blue Tit and one Great Tit
fail ing.

On our first work party in January, we cut up
and burnt sycamore felled by contractors at
the top of the eastern end of Shire Oaks
Wood.  This was a small plantation of larch and
sycamore, probably on the site of the original
charcoal burners’ camp in former years.  The
larch has been felled and planked, and used to
make bridges and steps for the path through
the nature reserve.  Some sycamore was
removed as firewood, but it is a difficult area
for transporting the wood away.  Ash is
regenerating well now and it is hoped that
native trees will eventually replace the larch
and sycamore.  Some fine lichens including
Ramalina fraxinea and Usnea subfloridana,

recent arrivals into our area with the
improvement in air quality, were left to spread
their spores around.

Our Himalayan Balsam bashing event in July
again showed a reduction in the number of
plants requiring removal.  They were mostly
concentrated close to the river and four of us
were able to remove the bulk without undue
effort.  It seems likely that fresh seed will
continue to be brought in by the autumn
floods unless there is a tremendous effort to
clear balsam all the way up the Lune
catchment.  If we can, however, keep up with
clearing the riverside, we should be able to
stop it encroaching into the woodland to any
appreciable extent.

In November we felled more sycamore
saplings from the western end of Cole Wood,
where it is hoped to have a charcoal burn.
Another major task was to clear the pathway
through Burton and Lawson’s Wood of
brambles and other invading plants.  There has
been enormous development of the
undergrowth after clearance of unsafe cherries
and other trees close to the path.  The
western part of Lawson’s Wood is developing
well after all the sycamore clearance of recent
years.

Drs Kevin Butt and Niki Grigoropoulou, from
the University of Central Lancashire, provided
the results of their survey of the earthworms
of Aughton Woods in 2006 and 2007.  Ten
species were found, with the greatest density
of worms (74/m2) in Walks Wood, and the

Notable visitors last winter included Little
Egret Egretta garzetta, Green Sandpiper Tringa
ochropus, Snipe Gallinago gallinago,and a
female Smew Mergellus albellus.  Wintering
wildfowl also included Goldeneye Bucephala
clangula, Gadwall Anas strepera, Shoveler Anas
clypeata, Shelduck Tadorna todorna, Tufted
Duck Aythya fuligula, Wigeon Anas penelope,
Mallard Anas platyrhynchos and Teal Anas
crecca.  Little Grebe Tachybaptus ruficoll is

have been present year round and counts of
wintering Coot have recently risen to about
25- 30.

A herd of 5 - 6 Roe Deer Capreolus capreolus
are frequently recorded on the reserve, and
Brown Hare Lepus europaeus was seen on a
number of occasions this year.

Steve Ryder, North Lancs. Reserves Worker
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highest number of species (9) in Burton Wood.
The smallest number and biomass of worms
were found in Cole Wood.  The presence of
the large earthworms Lumbricus terrestris and
Octolasion cyaneum in Burton Wood resulted
in the much larger weight of worms (29.8g/
m2) as compared with Walks Wood (with only
9.8 g/m2) in spite of a greater number of
worms.

The marshy addition to our reserve at the
bottom of Burton Wood has developed nicely
this year, with further flowers, ducks and
dragonflies.  More work is needed to survey
the flora and fauna in detail.  Reuben and Steve

continued with fencing round the outside;
hampered by flash floods which washed some
posts way.  The severe floods in November
resulted in some damage to the fence but
most survived intact.

As usual we thank Alan Draper for his work on
the nest boxes and all the volunteers who have
supported us in all the management work.  We
are always pleased to welcome new
volunteers for both the management and
survey work.

Jennifer Newton

Warton Crag

This year proved to be outstandingly good for
large fritil laries, with the total of 286
approached only by the first year of recording
in 1992, with 282.  No other year has reached
200 and in only six other years has the total
exceeded 100.  The problem, then, is how to
divide the numbers between High Brown and
Dark Green, with the latter not recorded in
1992.  Our best estimate, from netted

specimens, good close-up views or through
binoculars, and from a second fritil lary day
when many people hunted the friti llaries all
over the Crag, was five times as many High
Browns as Dark Greens; giving 239 High
Browns and 47 Dark Greens.  This is the
highest total ever for Dark Greens and second
highest for High Browns.  Large fritil laries did
well everywhere, and it seems likely that

weather played a big part, perhaps with the
fine, warm, early spring allowing good
development of the larvae.  Numbers were,
however, particularly high on West Field,
especially in the areas which we have opened
up by clearing scrub, and it looks as if Reuben’s
programme of intensive scrub clearance is
reaping rewards.  2010 was not a particularly
good year for fritil laries on the LNR, but the
RSPB area was even better than LWT for both
High Brown and Dark Green.  RSPB numbers
for High Brown were slightly higher than in
1992, but appreciably lower than in 1995 and
1997 - years less good on LWT.  It does look as
if management, as well as weather, is
important for these fritillaries.

The two smaller friti llaries, Pearl-bordered and
Small Pearl-bordered, showed a small increase
over the last few years, but, on all parts of the
Crag, numbers are still a long way below the
highest totals.  We all helped a student, Laura
Bennett, from Lancaster University, with her
detailed investigation of Pearl-bordered
fritillaries over the whole Crag; see her article
on page 44.

The three skippers did well, with Large
Skipper reaching double figures (25) for the
first time since 1994, while Dingy Skipper (27)
and Small Skipper (7) both had the highest
ever totals.  Another nationally important
species, Northern Brown Argus, totalled 16,

High Brown Fritillaries Reuben Neville
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the best since 2005, but still a long way below
the numbers of the early 1990s.

Small Tortoiseshell showed a massive increase
in numbers on the LNR and, together with
Peacock, a pleasing, slight improvement over
the last few years with us.  The migrants, Red
Admiral and Painted Lady were present only in
small numbers.  Orange tip had another poor
year and, of the whites, only Green-veined did
at all well, though it is always hard to be
certain of the separation of the smaller whites.

It was pleasing that Ringlet, seen for the first
time last year, reappeared on three occasions
in one small area, with four specimens at one
time.  It will be interesting to see if it has
established itself here.  Wall Brown, a species
showing serious decline nationally, had the
best year since 2005.  Small Heath, abundant
on the LNR, fared a little better than in recent
years.

The grazing pattern was a little different from
usual.  Five cattle grazed from April to early
May when there was little forage, but species-
rich hay was spread out over an area of
bracken to encourage the cattle to knock back
bracken, trample in the hay seed and enrich
the vegetation.  Nine cattle were put on
briefly in June to browse down the bramble
and regenerating scrub, and again for a brief
spell in August.  Flowers did particularly well
through the summer, perhaps as a result of the
larger numbers of cattle for shorter periods.
Reuben and Steve carried on with bracken-
bashing work, using a roller pulled behind a
small tractor.

A new venture was to convert wood from the
essential scrub and tree felling into charcoal -
good quality fuel that can be more easily
transported off site and sold, rather than just
burnt up on site.  A kiln and other necessary
equipment were bought with funds from the
AONB Sustainable Development Fund.  In
February, Steve Sudworth, Reuben’s assistant
in 2007, returned from Devon to demonstrate
to a small group of workers how to prepare
and load the kiln and set the burn going.  The

following week, an NLN work party were able
to help with emptying the kiln of charcoal and
providing more wood for the next burn from
scrub and Birch trees felled earlier nearby.
Snow, falling in the morning, added to the
attractiveness of the scene rather than
hampering our work to any extent.  Charcoal
is now available for members to buy for their
own use – contact Reuben for details.

Working parties have continued through the
year, some with NLN members and some
with university students or with mixed groups;
very largely blessed with fine weather.  In
November, we returned to an area just south
of the pavement on West Field which we first
cleared in 1994, but which had become almost
impenetrable scrub.  At our December party,
held in ideal weather, a group of 18 (including
7 NLN members and 5 students) enjoyed
baked potatoes and mince pies over a fine, hot
bonfire after clearing a wide area of scrub over
this south-western part of West Field.

Much of the work done is dependant on our
regular NLN helpers and other local
volunteers.  We are very grateful for all their
help, especially to Barbara Crooks for her help
with the weekly butterfly transects.  Anyone
who would like to join us, in either
management work or in surveying birds,
butterflies, plants (or anything else) will be
most welcome.

Jennifer Newton

Charcoal burning course Reuben Neville
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Over Kellet Pond

It has been a remarkable year.  Early on, the
pond was frozen and the ducks departed; only
to return to breed when the ice melted.
There might have been up to ten pairs, several
with second broods.  Then, the spring and
early summer was so dry that there was no
open water in the pond – just damp silt.  I have
never seen such an event in the twenty years I
have lived here!  All the ducks and their off-
spring departed, only to return when it rained
again in late summer, numbering about 40 as
before.  In the cold spell, from late November,
the pond froze over so the ducks disappeared
again, and did not return until after New Year
when there was a sufficient depth of water
above the ice.

The annual working party assembled at 10am
on Saturday the 23rd October.  The main
objective was to clear the vegetation beside
the pond, as there was no emergent vegeta-
tion in the pond itself.  Linda Renshaw dug out

a sample of silt from the bottom close to the
dipping platform.  It was devastating that there
was no sign of li fe in this.  The plants have
suffered too.  There is no pondweed and the
water is very murky as a result of the ducks’
activity.  The Typha plants are much affected,
their stems and seed-heads being much re-
duced in size and their leaves trampled by the
ducks.  The water lil ies have disappeared but,
on the other hand, the marsh marigolds put on
an impressive show in the spring.  It will be
interesting to see how well they do in 2011.
.
It is planned to exclude the ducks from the
open water in the reserve itself by erecting
netting around it in early 2011.  This will not
look attractive but if it excludes the ducks it
wil l be well worth having.  Pleas to local resi-
dents not to feed the ducks in their gardens
have fallen on deaf ears.  One told me that if
she did not feed them they would die.  It
seemed pointless to point out to her that they
have wings.

Andrew Cadman

RECORDERS’ REPORTS

Algae - Finally a Fungus Find

On the 19th October 2007, my granddaughter
Jess and I were searching the ditches at the
sides of the St Georges Playing Fields next to
Lordsome Road in Morecambe, Lancashire
Map ref SD 424627, at an altitude of <5m.
We were distracted by the small patches of
green on the marking lines of the football
pitches.  The lines, of mostly bare soil, were
presumably made by watering with herbicide,
and the small green patches were either
cushions of moss or colonies/plaques of my
favourite Algae genus - the Vaucheria.  Jess,
with a fruit spoon, gently scooped up samples
of the algae on their substrate of soil.

Once home, the samples were divided up into
pieces about the size of a commemorative
postage stamp and gently lowered into tap-
water in clean, glass jars, with the help of a

dining fork.  There was enough material to
start 23 culture jars which were placed in our
North facing porch.  Daylight was
supplemented by several hours a day of
“daylight-quality” , fluorescent strip l ight, to
ensure that the algae fruited as well as merely
growing vegetatively.
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By the 25th of October, the algae threads/
siphons had grown vertically up to 2cms in
height, but were not yet showing signs of
fruiting.  When viewed from the side, the
siphons were smooth without sign of the
irregularity of the fruiting bodies needed for
identification to species.

Now came the really exciting bit - naming the
Chytrid fungus!  Description of the simple,
hot-air balloon shape is just not good enough,
as there are an unknown number of look-a-
likes which can be genetically quite distinct.  In
recent years, I have been able to send this sort
of material to Chytrid expert Peter Lynch of
Alabama University, US of A.  Peter’s self
imposed task was to persuade the chytrids to
grow on some genetically inert material, carry
out genetical analysis and compare this with
the genetical patters of known species to yield
the species’ name.  Until now, these
Vaucherial chytrids have refused to grow
anywhere but on the Vaucheria, but this time
they did and the species was Phlyctochytrium
planicorne.  On the UK distribution map that I
saw on the Internet, this is the first find
outside Cumbria and of course, at the same
time, this is the first find for Lancashire.

My thanks are due to my wife Jean for her
ongoing support of Vaucheria studies, to Jess
for her company, stooping and scooping, and
to Peter Letcher for his interest, advice and
support.

Roy Merritt
(also the diagrams)

By the 6th of November, the only V. sp to fruit
was V. geminata, but of note, growing on the
tubes of the Vaucheria, were many
transparent, simple sacs of a Chytrid fungus.
The presence of the Chytrids is often
associated with galling - extra branching of the
algae siphons (extra growth of tissue which is
then used by the gall ing organism as food).

Lichens

It is good to receive locations of interesting
unidentified lichens, as it provides an incentive
to make a visit.  I was very pleased that Linda
Renshaw advised of a good Cladonia species in
the Yealand Storrs area.  It turned out to be
Cladonia fimbriata, and the visit provided a
very good recording day in the area.  Also
thanks to Jennifer Newton for some
interesting records.  How did I miss the
Ramalina fraxinea in Claughton Hall lane?

I managed more local recording this year, and
my doubts about visiting south of Lancaster
were partly justified.  I found some good

lichens but did encounter the usual difficulty in
travelling back to Morecambe.  The
Abbeystead area is excellent and somewhere I
had never been before.  My only memory of
the place was the tragic event which resulted
in 16 deaths; his Grace’s sandstone memorial
has been well colonised by lichens in the
intervening 27 years.

Apart from the good records, there was the
bonus sighting of the spectacular reservoir
outfall.  Near this point I found an excellent
ash tree with abundant Pertusaria pertusa and
Opegrapha atra.  Also found in the area were
Usnea subfloridana and Flavoparmelia
caperata; possibly the nearby Bowland hills
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have provided some protection from the
southerly pollution.

To try and improve my recording, I attended
two British Lichen Society field trips.  The first
one was to the Isle of Man, somewhere I last
visited over 50 years ago.  In view of its nearby
position, I thought that the geology would
have a local connection.  In fact, it is more
associated with that of Scotland, and parts of
the island are a result of the closure of the
Iapetus Ocean when Scotland and England
were joined.

The Ayres NNR at the north of the island is
very special and Usnea articulata is found on
the ground between the dunes.  This lichen is
one of the most affected by SO2 pollution and
more usually found on trees in the extreme
South and West.

Another good site was Ballaugh Curragh, an
area of wil low scrub resulting from old peat

workings, and with many corticolous lichens.
The other trip to South Wales was not as
rewarding, but was an opportunity to study
the lichens of the Camarthen area and visit the
Welsh Botanic Garden.

Recording in our area is very rewarding and
we have a wide range of habitats.

Brian Carlyle

Usnea articulata Bian Carlyle

Fungi

The hot weather of May/June promised much
for a fruitful fungal season, but while the South
East had its best season for twenty years,
Scotland was poor and the North West was
somewhere in between, but better than the
last three years.  It is strange, though, how
each year some species are good or poor
everywhere in Britain.  Webcaps (Cortinarius)
were unusually plentiful; Pink Gills (Entoloma)
and Fibre Caps (Inocybe) were, surprisingly,
very scarce, as were Russula.  It was
disappointing for those of us who attended an
excellent workshop on Inocybe species, in
autumn 2009, and who wished to give them
special attention in 2010.

On a pleasant Sunday in late September, the
North West Fungus Group visited its northern
outposts (well not quite, since it extends to
the Scottish border) and held a foray on
Warton Crag, led by Irene Ridge.  Twelve pairs
of eyes set out from the small car park and

followed the path along the eastern boundary,
passing through a narrow gap stile into Potts
Wood, before turning left up a gully which
leads eventually to the summit plateau.  There
are some good, flattish areas of Birch, Hazel
and Oak at several points on the climb up to
the summit.  In all, just over sixty species were
recorded across this area.  Progress was slow,
best measured by the very non-EU unit of
“yards per half hour”  - rather like some of the
botanical/arachnalogical walks we have en-
joyed with North Lancashire Naturalists in
past years.

An early find, just under the boundary wall,
was a group of about twelve, large, snow
white fungi, looking like dinner plates, which
no one could identify to species.  Subsequent
examination showed it to be Agaricus
osecanus, formerly A. nivescens.  This is
entirely confined to the southern half of
England but with a record near Edinburgh and
one in Shetland.  Without doubt, the most
important collection was a resupinate
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polypore, Aurantiporus (Tyromyces)
alborubescens, which is rare at the European
level and is described as Vulnerable in the
most recent Red Data List revision.  So far, all
records are confined to a few southern
counties, particularly south Hampshire, where
it is regularly seen.

Early October saw us at Heysham NR, with
Reuben and Barbara, to look for Waxcaps on
the grassland.  In all, we found 13 species,
which are regarded as indicators of unfertilised
grassland.  This number makes it a site of
Regional importance.  Subsequent visits should
add to the list, to raise it to a level of National
importance.  It was particularly interesting to
see some good fungi growing under the large
areas of Gorse.  Groups of the Shaggy Parasol
Macrolepiota [now Chlorophyllum] rhacodes
were in fine condition.  The stem turns dark
red when rubbed, unlike M. procera (The
Parasol) which is also taller and much more
widespread.  We thought, for a minute, that
we had seen a Hedgehog but it was Ken, the
photographer, emerging from deep within the
Gorse with some excellent photographs of the
Shaggy Parasol.  It may be unwise to eat
“rhacodes” .  Nearby, was a very uncommon
Pink Gill, Entoloma myrmecophilum; probably
frequently ignored because it has the feel of
the commonest Pink Gill in Britain.  The
specimen had to be checked for the presence
of significant amounts of encrusted pigment in
the cap cuticle.  Under some scrub Birch was
Cortinarius delibutus (Yellow Webcap).  This is
a member of the subgenus Myxcacium, all of
which have a viscid stem and cap when fresh.

After a late lunch we arrived at the Heysham
Moss woodland, mostly Birch and, of course,
rather damp.  Amanita fulva (Tawny Grisette)
was very common; notable by its absence this
year further north in Cumbria.  Undeterred by
his morning’s experience, Ken was soon on his
hands and knees under the Bramble and
Bracken, searching for more photographs.
First he brought us Leucocortinarius
brebissonii (Skullcap dapperling), a lovely
fungus (which surely deserves a better name).
This is only the second time we have seen it in

Britain; it is mainly southern.  Then it was a
Cortinarius hemitrichus (Frosted Webcap)
which seems to be widespread in Britain (it is
easily recognised) but we have never found it
in England.  Those made just 19 fungi, but
there were probably more hidden under the
sublayer vegetation which is, inevitably, fairly
dense under the light shade of the Birch trees.
September, too, is also likely to be a more
productive month.

Gait Barrows was quiet but did give us
Cortinarius nanceiensis, a new record for the
site; there is no English name.  Not just one, or
two, but about thirty in a ring (more or less)
and then some more just a hundred meters
away.  This is only the second site in Britain;
the first was Roudsea in 2002 and since then
there has been one record from Ireland.
Cortinarius saporatus was also seen again as
single specimens in three, well separated
locations (first record for the site was last
year).  Both these belong to the subgenus
Phlegmacium (as does C. praestans from
Roudsea, seen again this year).  Less surprising

Hedgehog Puffball Sheila Weir

was The Hedgehog Puffball Lycoperdon
echinatum, found under Yew, well off the
beaten track.  It is widespread in Britain but
always difficult to see.  Some of the waxcaps
are frequently found in woodland but we did
not expect to see Hygrocybe punicea (The
Crimson Waxcap) under Yew, just by the main
track, past the recent fell ing.

Overall then, it has not been such a bad year,
resulting in some interesting collections.

John & Sheila Weir
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Flowering Plants

The botanical highlight of 2010 was probably
the show of Marsh Helleborines Epipactis
palustris in Lundfield Quarry North
(SD498698).  In 2006, Jennifer Newton had
noted “at least 17 spikes” :  last year, you could
add a zero to that number.  It is strange that it
does so well there and nowhere else for at
least 20 miles; nor is it likely to last.  In ten
years, this site will either be full of trees or full
of houses.

Another rare plant for the area is the
Opposite-leaved Pondweed Groenlandia
densa.  Sadly, this appears to be in decline
locally, though it is quite possible some of it is
being overlooked.  Jennifer Newton managed
to find some on the 4th May near Melling
(SD59937263), although in poor condition and
not found again in June.

Nearby, in June though, was another rarity, a
hybrid Water-speedwell Veronica x
lackschewitzii (=anagallis-aquatica x catenata)
at SD59347215.  This has been seen here
before but, like the Helleborine, nowhere else
in our area.

Another quite different speedwell is, however,
invading the area; the American Speedwell
Veronica peregrina.  In 2010, I saw a patch on
Binyon Road in the Greaves area.  This was

soon kil led by council weed-sprayers, but I
expect to see it again somewhere else.  It
seems to thrive on the edges of pavements.

Other interesting aliens included a Thorn-
apple Datura stramonium found by John
Holding on Heysham Road, and a population of
Fringed Water-li ly Nymphoides peltata seen by
me in Glasson Basin (SD445558).

Some plants, particularly underground
parasites, can be elusive in that they don’ t
emerge every year, or more.  One such is
Toothwort Lathraea squamaria.  I think this is
actually quite common in woods in this area
and not particularly in sites which are old or
“special” .  Two stands were recorded in 2010,
one by Linda Renshaw near Hawes Water
(SD477768) and one by me in Eaves Wood
(SD468762).  Neither seem to be new sites
but the previous records were six or seven
years ago.  Given that these areas are well-
frequented and the plant well-recognised, I
think that this is probably the interval between
flowerings.

I found Solomon’s-seal Polygonatum odoratum
in Cringlebarrow Wood (SD49957533),
curiously a spot where it had not been
recorded before.

Martin Sherlock

Butter flies

2010 was a year in which several butterfly
species that had been declining showed a
definite resurgence.  Many people noted much
better numbers of Small Tortoiseshell Aglais
urtica in their gardens, and Peacock Inichis io
did well too.  There are a few people around
who rear on the caterpillars of these species,
when they can find them, and I had comments
from them that they had experienced little or
no cases of parasitised larvae.  This could be
because of natural cycles of predator/prey
species numbers, but the cold winter could

also have been a factor if the parasites were
more affected by it than their hosts.  Away
from gardens, High Brown Fritillary Argynnis
adippe had a much better year, though a
period of poor weather cut short their fl ight
period.  Large Skipper Ochlodes venata had
the best transect numbers for a decade (and
the best counts ever from some sites e.g. Gait
Barrows) although it was recorded in fewer
tetrads than just a few years ago.

Grayling Hipparchia semele had an amazing
year.  It was thought possible it could be lost
from some sites, but came back in force.
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Ringlet Aphantopus hyperantus numbers at
Gait Barrows continued to increase, and
though there is still doubt and suspicion about
its arrival there, it is now well established and
a delight to see jinking weakly just above the
grasses.  The flight is a clue to identification of
this butterfly and its distinction from a fresh,
dark, male Meadow Brown.  If you think it’s
about to settle, but it keeps going, keeps
going, keeps going…. it’s a Ringlet!

Small Copper Lycaena phlaeas was another
species making something of a comeback.  It
showed quite well along the Lune estuary path
and saltmarsh near Conder Green, as well as
appearing on several transects.  Northern
Brown Argus Aricia artaxerxes also did better,
but numbers were still low.

It wasn’t a great year for migrants.  Few
Painted Lady Vanessa cardui were seen – there
is always a dearth the year after a mass
migration, no Clouded Yellow Colias croceus,
but a reasonable amount of Red Admiral
Vanessa atalanta in late summer and autumn.

It wasn’t, however, bells and whistles for all
species.  Pearl-bordered Fritillary has been
clobbered by a series of wet springs and
although the weather this year was distinctly
better, it still showed a decline.  Here’s hoping
the remaining butterflies were able to lay
plenty of eggs in the ideal conditions, and it
will appear stronger in 2011.

For me, one of the highlights of 2010 was the
beginning of a project with Natural England.
The aim of the project is to try to halt the
decline of the Duke of Burgundy at Gait
Barrows, by captive rearing of whatever eggs
and larvae could be found there to prevent
natural losses due to predation, and also to
supplement the population with stock from a
site in Cumbria.  The intention is to increase
the genetic diversity within the population, to
make it more viable.  This has yielded some
interesting results.  Firstly, it has been
established that the species is cannibalistic in
the first 3 instars (larval growth stages).  Also,
the first ever recorded instance of parasitism
of the species was found.  The parasite, in its
cocoon, was sent for identification by the top
man in the field, who narrowed it down to 2
possible ichneumon groups.  The parasite
failed to emerge, so identification to species
was not possible, but it is likely to be a
generalist parasite rather than a very host-
specific one.

Once emerged from their pupae, butterflies
were released at Gait Barrows to breed with
each other or with the butterflies there that
had evaded the life of safety and luxury that
capture gave through the winter.  In 2011,
around 60 more will be released and any
increase in hybrid vigour, from the breeding
together of the different populations, may
begin to show.

Laura Sivell

Moths

Introduction
Based on records received up to 31/12/10,
moth recorders in North Lancs recorded
approximately 90,000 moths of 867 species
(including 75,000 macros of 437 species)

Macro Moth Highlights
Several scarce species have been doing well or
showing range expansions and these are
highlighted below.

Netted carpet (RDB species – known
from 15 or  less 10km squares nationally)
Following the discovery of larva on Touch-me-
not Balsam (in SD47) last year in 2009, adults
were confirmed this year.  In early and mid
September, as part of BAP survey work,
searches for the larva took place again and
significant numbers were located.  I under-
stand that discussions have commenced with
the owners of the woodland site to ensure
suitable management practices are maintained
in order to protect this important colony.
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Devon Carpet (Nb)
This season has proved to be the best so far
for the Devon Carpet.  Devon Carpet is a
Nationally Scarce Moth (Cat B), which means
that it is known from between 30-100 x 10Km
squares in the country (mainly in the SW),
though it was found in South Cumbria prior to
the first Lancashire sighting.

boundary (Brian Hancock - BH) – a different
habitat yet again (wet meadow).

A LWT team (Reuben Neville (RN) & Steve
Ryder (SR)), penetrating deep into Lords Lot
Bog this spring, found a single individual whilst
dusking.  Later, several second generation
Devon Carpet were confirmed here (12/8)
after pushing a barrow-load of sheet and light
gear all the way to the bog.  An extension to
the White Moss site was found at about the
same time but in a different square to the
original records.  Another was at Barkin
Bridge, Roeburndale. (3/9) - a similar habitat to
the first but separated by a km of woodland.
The final one was at Dolphinholme (19/9)
(Nigel Rogers -NR) when a worn one came to
light at this well recorded site.  This was the
first Devon Carpet to be seen in a fixed trap in
Lancashire.

To sum up, I and others have been literally
tripping over Devon Carpets this year at seven
different sites in northern VC60.  These seem
to represent three, extensive population
centres, with the Dolphinholme moth being
perhaps the latest in a steady colonization
southwards.  My suspicion is that more will be
found.

The first record for Lancashire was from the
western edge of Lords Lot woods in spring
2008 when Pete Marsh (PJM) and John Girdley
(JG) located a small colony in pristine, acid
woodland and optimal habitat.  Later that year,
the same team confirmed the presence of a
second brood.  This leads to speculation as to
whether we are dealing with a recent colony
or a previously overlooked species at sites that
have not had a great deal of previous trapping.
Identification in spring is made difficult at sheet
and light by the parallel occurrence of the
similar Water Carpet, Small Phoenix and the
un-broken-barred form of Broken-barred
Carpet:  this occurs fairly frequently.

In summer 2009, the same team found a single
Devon Carpet at Roeburndale Ford - hardly
the habitat expected, being sheep ridden
pasture with adjacent oak woodland.  We/I
speculated that it was probably a wandering
individual.  In spring 2010, we unexpectedly
confirmed that there was indeed a colony in
this part of Roeburndale when three more
were found.  Another colony was later found
at the previously under-recorded (but
excellent) White Moss on the SD47/57

Belted Beauty (RDB Species)
On the 18th April, the big, annual search for the
Belted Beauty took place.  Previous years have
suggested that counts of several hundreds were
to be expected (450 in 2009 was a record) but
the total of 1,691, found by the Lancashire Moth
Group volunteers on the coast south of Potts
Corner, was as unprecedented as it was excit-
ing and rewarding for those who took part.
Belted Beauty larva had started to emerge as
early as 2/5.

Devon Carpet John Girdley
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Small Br indled Beauty
This had it best year yet, with 27 moths recorded
in its very restricted North Lancs. range.  There
are two new dots on the map this year (PJM)
representing new micro sites for this “ local”
moth!

Other Highlights

Blackneck, predominantly a species found in
South Lancashire, is now also being regularly
encountered north of the River Ribble, includ-
ing two records from the Heysham area. (John
Holding - JH/PJM)

Cistus Forester  and Least Minor  were
confirmed again on Warton Crag; Clay Tr iple-
lines in Warton and Lunar Thorn at Yealand
Hall Allotments.

A visit to Lord’s Lot Bog by Lancs Wildlife
Trust staff on the 8th June was rewarded by
finding 10 Beautiful Snout (RN and SR).  This
is the highest count ever in Lancashire and
clearly represents a viable breeding colony.
This very local species had been seen nearby
in 2008 but wasn’t recorded at all last year.  A
Burnet Companion, located on Warton Crag
(C Peacock) on the 9th June, was the first at
this site since 1998.

A visit to Cockerham Moss on the 16th June
produced two of the very local Wood Tiger
and 35 Grass Wave, the latter at its only
known location in the county (SMP).

The increasingly scarce Spinach was found in
both Morecambe and Yealand.

Crescent Striped was at Sunderland Point on
July 10th, the only record of the year and on
exactly the same date as last year’s only
record.  Tr iple-spotted Clay also turned up
here on the 6th August, way out of its normal
SD47 range. (JG)

A mid-July, evening visit to Jack Scout (BH) to
view Pretty Chalk Carpet and Haworth’s
Pug on “old man’s beard”  flowers was very
successful, producing double figures of both
species.

Suspected had a reasonable season and was
new to a well recorded garden in Heysham
(JH).

Blomer ’s Rivulet was in Yealand Conyers
(BH).  Two separate Barred Carpet (Na)

Ruddy Highflyer
On the 26th May, the first of two, potential
Ruddy Highflier were found at Heysham NR
(JG).  The first was entirely melanistic and was
confirmed by dissection.  A second moth,
slightly better marked (pictured) was similarly
confirmed a few days later.  These moths feed
on Eared Willow and so are likely breeders at
the site:  they represent the first to be seen in
North Lancashire for 10 years.

Obscure Wainscot
This is normally a SD47/Leighton Moss special-
ist, and so records from Heysham Nature Re-
serve (LWT), Middleton Industrial Estate (LWT)
and finally Sunderland Point, firmly established
the likelihood of breeding colonies in SD45

Ruddy Highflyer John Girdley
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turned up in the Warton area (J. Newton/
G.Jones.)

Oak Lutestr ing (25) and Barred Chestnut
(10) turned up in the Cragg Wood/Baines
Cragg area in late August (JG).  They are
locally common here but very hard to find in
the rest of Lancashire.

Saltern Ear  (either previously overlooked or
possibly wrongly recorded as Ear Moth)
proved to be very common at Sunderland
Point but it was also found in two new 10Km
squares with records from Dolphinholme (NR)
and Silverdale (JG).

Manchester Treble-bar was located in two
of its three known Lancashire localities;

namely Loftshaw Moss (JG) on the 8th August
and Blaze Moss on the 31st August (B Dyson –
BD)

Brown-spot Pinion was noted in Carnforth on
the 10th September (J Rae – JR).  It seems it won’t
be long before we lose this species if it carries
on with its current rate of decline.

In a poor year for migrant moths, a single Gem
came to light in Yealand Conyers on the 21st
October (BH), the first Lancashire record for
two years.

John Girdley
January 2010

(For references see Micro Moth report)

Micro moths of Northern VC60

Five new micro species (3 of these in the
North Lancashire Naturalists recording area)
were added to the VC60 list in 2010.  In total,
approximately 15,000 Micros of 430 species
were recorded this year.

There is still considerable scope for finding
new or significant micro moth species during
daytime searches or even by casual observa-
tion.  Possibly half of the records on this l ist
were made during such searches by a dedi-
cated few.  The author would be happy to help
with any such identifications; a photo and
preferably a retained specimen would greatly
aid ID - contact: john@birdtours.co.uk .

Micros, even more than the Macros, peak in
the warmer summer months, but Acleris
literana is an exception.  This tiny, but scarce,
“Merveil le du Jour”  look-alike came to light at
its usual site at Mill Houses on the 24th March
(JG).

The grasslands of Warton Crag are an excel-
lent place to do day time searches for moths
early in the year.  Hysterophora maculosana, a
little recorded Bluebell feeder, was regularly

found in May.  The first Anania funebris was
found there on the 9th (JG) and peaked with a
count of 8 at Gait Barrows on the 13th May.

Local micro, Prolita sexpunctella, was found
on Cockerham Moss on the 11th May and on
the 19th, 130 or more Adela reaumurella were
recorded (both SMP).

On the 17th May, Clover Case-bearer
Coleophora alcyonipennella was identified for
the first time in Lancashire, at Dolphinholme
(NR).

Moving to June, a visit to Cockerham Moss on
the 2nd found Lampronia fuscatella and, a few
days later on the same site, Lampronia luzella -
both 2nd records for VC60 (SMP).

Ptycholoma lecheana turned up in
Dolphinholme (NR) and Bactra lacteana and
Nematopogon metaxella at White Moss, near
Yealand Redmayne (JG).

The 20th June produced Olethreutes arcuella
on Yealand Hall Allotments (Anne Smith - AS).

Apotomis capreana (2nd record for VC60) and
Trachycera marmorea appeared at Leighton
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Moss on the 26th June (JG) and Crambus
uliginosellus in Dolphinholme (NR)

The final day of June produced 3 Beautiful
China Mark at Hawes Water (SMP), Hedya
salicella (2nd VC60 record), salt marsh special-
ists Scrobipalpa salinella (3rd VC60 record) and
Pediasia aridella in Sunderland (JG).  Also on
the 30th, Argyresthia cupressella continued its
spread northwards when it was located in
Heysham (JH).

In early July, Argyresthia curvella was found in
his Heysham garden (JH).  Bactra robustana
(2nd Lancs Record) at Sunderland Point (JG)
was the first since the famous L T Ford had
recorded it in Carnforth in 1955, and finally,
Ephestia parasitella (new to Lancashire) at
Leighton Moss on the 3rd (SMP).

Continuing his survey work on Cockerham
Moss, Steve Palmer produced many records of
note, including good-sized colonies of
Olethreutes schulziana, Aphelia viburnana and
Argyrotaenia ljungiana – amongst others.  (It
should be noted that the Wildlife Trust are not
yet able to approve public access to this site –
SMP)

Hedya ochroleucana is a very local moth in
Lancashire, so it was good to get a record
from one of its known sites at Mill Houses on
the 9th July (PJM).

Carpatolechia fugitivella turned up in More-
cambe, the first VC60 record for a couple of
years.

The local Athrips mouffetella come to light in
Dolphinholme (NR) on the 1st August.

The 5th August heralded the exciting discovery
of Ypsolopha vittella in a Morecambe trap (JG)
- 3rd VC60 record.  Additionally, a previous
record from the same site of a difficult, melan-
istic individual was sufficiently well recorded in
2008 to allow a retrospective re-identification
as the 2nd VC60 record!

Caryocolum tricolorella, on the 8th August at

Millhouses, was the 4th Lancashire record and
only the second site in Lancashire for this
scarce moth. (PJM)

Scrobipalpa samadensis (4/5/6th Lancs records)
turned up in the trap at Sunderland during
August.  Scrobipalpas are tiny smudges of
moths that feed on specific salt marsh plants.
This was the 5th of this genus to be recorded
at Sunderland.  They are all very similar and
require genital determination for confident ID.

Chionodes fumatella (2nd VC60 record) was in
the Heysham Hut trap on the 11th August (JG)

The month ended on a high (literally) when
Barry Dyson found Acleris caledoniana (1st

VC60 record) at Blaze Moss, near the Trough
summit.

On the 10th September, Agonopterix yeatiana
was found at Sunderland (4th VC60 record) but
with two of these records dating back to 1800,
this was quite a significant find. (JG)

The Horse Chestnut leaf-miner continued to
spread erratically, but rapidly, northwards
through the country.  Indeed, it had already
been recorded in Cumbria before turning up
at Ashton Hall Garden Centre, near Glasson,
on the 9th (SMP).

Diurnea lipsiella and Acleris umbrana (3rd
Lancs record) were in Yealand Hall Allotments
on the 30th October (GJ).

References:

1. Lancashire Moth Group:  Mapmate
records 2010

2. Steve Palmer, 2010 Newsletters /
Lancs Moths Website /various dissec-
tions

3. Lancashire moths Yahoo group. http://
tech.groups.yahoo.com/group/
lancashiremoths/

4. Personal Communication – SMP / PJM /
BH / GJ / NR / RN

John Girdley, January 2011
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Dragonflies

This was a very mixed year where recording
effort seems to have taken a bit of a downturn
as the expanding species lost their novelty and
became fairly ubiquitous.  The year appeared
to start with a Large Red Damselfly
Pyrrhosoma nymphula at Middleton, in mid-
April, and end with both Migrant Hawker
Aeshna mixta and Common Darter
Sympetrum striolatum around the same site, in
early November.  New discoveries were few
and far between, but included the discovery/
confirmation of a new site just within our area
for Beautiful Demoiselle Calopteryx virgo by
the entrance to Meathop Moss nature reserve.
This was a male, seen well by Tom and Mick
Wilmer on 23 June.  This had previously been
reported as a wandering vagrant (including
Middleton NR).

Its congener, Banded Demoiselle Calopteryx
splendens, appears to be well-established on
most of our slow moving, riparian, lower
reaches.  Reports are received from all the
suitable, local rivers, most persistently from
the Keer to the south of the Dockacres
complex, and the River Conder, around the
reedbed just to the east of the A588.

Other recently arrived species have become
well-established, notably Broad-bodied
Chaser Libellula depressa (although it refuses
to colonise Middleton!) and Black-tailed
Skimmer Orthetrum cancellatum.  The most
unexpected BBC record was from Paul
Cammack’s garden in Hala, on 25th & 28th June.
The spectacular Emperor  Anax imperator is
now ubiquitous on any lowland pond/water
body of any size - a far cry from its first
appearance at Middleton in 1995.  Some good
records from the area by Linda Renshaw
included Southern Hawker  Aeshna cyanea at
Capernwray Tarn on 11/9, always notable to
the east of the M6

Unfortunately, Ruddy Darter  Sympetrum
sanguieum, another of the “class of 1995” , was
subject to fairly careful searching in 2010.  Late
summer weather conditions, which were less

than perfect, resulted in especially poor
coverage of Middleton and perhaps also
Heysham NR.  Following a ‘probable’ at
Middleton, the only site where it was definitely
recorded was Bankwell, and, even here, only
low, single figures were reported.  A
photograph provided by Linda Renshaw
suggests the population will continue into
2011, but 150 plus Goldfish must surely be a
threat to the egg/nymph stages

There is bad news on the Red-veined Darter
front.  The unlikely, persistent colony at
Middleton NR seems to have gone; just the
one sighting of a probable male early in the
season.  Whether this was due to autumnal
emergence on a “ ticket to nowhere”  (as has
happened at many other failed colonisations
further to the south) or the first really hard
winter (since they first appeared in 2000)
decimating the over-wintering nymphs, is
unknown.

One seriously under-recorded species in 2010
was Golden-ringed Dragonfly, with just a
handful of records from the upper Hindburn
and Roeburn received.  A sighting, however,
backed up by a photograph at SD482628, does
suggest that there are possibilities of this
species elsewhere on the lower Lune valley,
and I will ask the various Waterways survey
ornithologists to keep an eye open.

Please continue to send your sightings in,
especially Ruddy Darter and Golden-ringed
Dragonfly……..and please try and photograph
any candidates!  Thanks

Pete Marsh
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Beetles

Thanks largely to the efforts of Brian Hugo
(H), Jennifer Newton (N) and Linda Renshaw
(R), there have been several interesting
records in our area this year.

The discovery (R) of a squashed specimen of a
large water beetle Dytiscus semisulcatus,
known as the Black Belly for obvious reasons,
on the road near Middlebarrow Quarry in July,
seems to be the first record for the species
since Angus reported it in the area nearly fifty
years ago.  It is very similar, in most respects,
to the common Great Diving Beetle D.
Marginalis, but is much less widely distributed.
It may be of interest to report the discovery of
numerous specimens of the latter species (in
obvious distress) in one of the shallow, dune
slack pools on the Drigg dunes on a very hot
afternoon in August.  By contrast, as I write
these notes on a very cold December day, I
have been informed of the arrival of a
specimen of the beetle at a moth trap this
month, and discovered a record of a similar
sighting at 6 degrees C – if you are operating a
moth trap, keep your eyes open!

Heysham Moss has yielded several interesting
records.  In May, an example of the common
leaf beetle Chrysolina polita (generally
associated with mints, though often found on
other plant species) was seen along with
Aphodius ater, a small but quite common
species of dung beetle.  Hydrothassa glabra, a
smaller species of leaf beetle that feeds on
buttercups and has a widely scattered
distribution in mainland Britain, was noted in
June along with the cantharid beetle
Rhagonycha limbata.  Of greater interest was
the discovery in June of a specimen of the
Cardinal Beetle Pyrochroa serraticornis on
Heysham Moss (H).  There are two species of
Cardinal Beetle that occur in our area:  P.
serraticornis is the smaller and has a red head,
whilst P. coccinea is larger and has a black
head.  Over the last few years, I have been
collecting records of the two species in VC 69
and so far have 10 records for the former and
over twice as many records for the latter,

despite the fact that serraticornis is considered
to be more common in the northern parts of
the country.  Any records for either species
would be most welcome – they are easy to
separate in the field or to recognise as larvae,
and also easy to photograph in this digital age.

Gastrophysa viridula is one of our most
widespread and abundant leaf beetles.  It feeds
on several species of dock and is dependent
on the presence of its host plant rather than
any other aspect of its habitat.  The beetle is a
vivid metallic green and the female has a very
distended abdomen.  It can fly well and this,
combined with the abundance of its host plant,
makes it an extremely successful species.  I
have taken specimens in several fields around
Borwick and Priest Hutton and it also
occurred in Hornby (N).  By comparison,
Neocrepidodera transversa is a brown

P. coccinea P. serraticornis

Gastrophysa viridula JIm Thomas

Jim Thomas
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coloured leaf beetle that is associated with a
wide variety of plants including daisies, thistles
and nettles; a specimen was found on a grassy
bank in Cuerden Valley Park (N).

Gait Barrows continues to be a source of
interesting species.  In May, I obtained several
specimens of the common Octotemnus
glabriculus and Anthobium unicolor, along with
a single specimen of Tritoma bipustulata and
two specimens of Enicmus brevicollis from
decaying bracket fungi on an old birch stump.
The two latter species are recorded as
nationally scarce category A and are both quite
rare in our area.  The weevil, Rhynchites
cupreus, occurs quite sparingly throughout our
area, usually on species of Sorbus, but in May I
beat a specimen from hawthorn, an unusual
host for the species.  Over the last couple of
years, Brian Hugo and I have taken examples
of a small species of leaf beetle that has this
year been confirmed as Longitarsus suturellus,
a common and widespread insect.
In July, I beat from a pine tree, alongside the
boardwalk at Gait Barrows, a single specimen
of the wasp-eating beetle Metoecus
paradoxus.  This is another species that seems
to be on the increase generally in the UK, and
has occasionally been recorded breeding in
wasps’ nests in large numbers in roof spaces.
Apparently, several males were attracted to a
school floor that had been treated with
metallised emulsion polish in a school in
Parbold, in August 2002.  It looks superficially
l ike a fly but males have very distinctive
bipectinate antennae.  Another species that
seems to have spread northwards in recent
years, and to have become more common, is

Oedemera lurida, noted in May at the old
ironworks site in Carnforth (N).

As their name suggests, most carabid or
ground beetles spend their time on the ground
and are not very brightly coloured.  An
exception to the first rule is Curtonotus
aulicus, a dark coloured beetle about 12 mm in
length that can be found on the seed heads of
herbaceous vegetation.  I have found it on
roadsides in the county and in south Cumbria,
but this year was given a specimen from
Cuerden Valley Park (N).  An exception to the
second rule is the brightly coloured, metallic
coppery or brassy Agonum ericeti, a smaller
species that typically inhabits bogs and wet
heaths, where it can frequently be found by
treading Sphagnum moss.  It is known to be
common on lowland bogs such as Foulshaw,
Meathop and Nichol’s Mosses, but a specimen
was found this summer in Upper Roeburndale
(N).

Tortoise beetles of the genus Cassida are easily
recognised on account of their decidedly
spherical and flattened shape.  C. rubiginosa, a
green beetle usually found on thistles and
closely allied plants, is the most frequently
observed species in our area.  Rather
interestingly, however, an example of C.
nobilis was found on the shore at Silverdale in
May, and one of C.vittata was found by the
Lune estuary in August (N).  Both these are
yellow in colour, with a metall ic gold stripe on
their elytra in life, and have not previously
been recorded from the Lancashire coast.

Jim Thomas



Spiders

This year, I have spent more time recording
and identifying spiders in Cumbria than in our
local area, as I was involved with the AGM of
the British Arachnological Society, based at
Blencathra Field Centre, near Keswick.
Particularly rewarding areas for spiders were
the disused mines, and it may be worth
investigating disused mines in this area.

Two important, new discoveries were made
by Jeremy Steeden at Lytham St. Anne’s, on
the coastal dunes west of Fairhaven Lake,
SD3327; outside our immediate area but
important for VC60 and Lancashire.  Both
were found amongst the marram grass on May
16, 2010.  The first was a male Synageles
venator, a small but very distinctive jumping
spider; an ant mimic normally found in
association with ants.  The spider is most
commonly found on sand dunes, but there are
also records in the south-east from fens,
quarries, and scrub.  Fairhaven is the most
northerly record so far, with the dunes of
South Wales the source of most records.  The
national total is 28 hectads.

Even more remarkable, was Jeremy’s find at
the same coastal dune site of a male money
spider, Baryphyma maritimum.  This is the first
record away from the east coast of England,
where it has been recorded from Spurn point
on the Humber estuary, south to Walberswick
on the Suffolk coast; a total of 13 hectads
including the Lancashire record.  All the
records are coastal but some are from sand
dunes, saltmarsh or shingle.

Back in our immediate area, it has been a good
year for the large orb-web spider Araneus
quadratus, a local species whose numbers
seem to fluctuate considerably from year to
year.  It comes in a range of colours - yellow,
brown, red, and green - with 4 white ovals on
the abdomen, each enclosing a black dot.  It is
very much a late summer to autumn species,
most common on wet habitats, such as flushes
and lowland and upland bogs.  It was abundant
in several places on our outing to Hay Bridge

Araneus quadratus orange form J Newton

Araneus quadratus green form J Newton

Araneus quadratus red-brown form J Newton
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nature reserve, SD3387, on August 15.  I was
pleased to find a few on the new LWT reserve
at Cockerham Moss, SD4448, on September
4th, a new hectad record, though the more
widespread Garden Cross Spider Araneus
diadematus was present in much greater
numbers.  I was surprised when Linda found
Araneus quadratus on September 9th on
Heathwaite, SD4476, on hawthorn scrub; also
a new hectad record.  We found it at Cuerden
Valley Park, SD5624, in species-rich, damp
grassland at the Bioblitz on August 7th; a third
new hectad record.  Steve Priestly found it in
the same hectad, but north of the R Ribble at

Fishwick Bottoms LNR, SD5529, in wet
grassland on October 4th

Another interesting record was of a female
Pachygnatha listeri, on long vegetation by
Deepdale pond, SD4974, on September 1st.
This is another local species, not uncommon in
the damp woodlands of the Lune Valley,
Roeburndale and elsewhere, but this is the
first record for SD47.  It is an attractively
marked member of the long-jawed orb-
weavers.

Jennifer Newton

cricket which she was able to catch.  I kept it
in an aquarium for a few days, and was able to
hear and watch the stridulation – the
movement of the small upper wings (the
elytra) across each other.  This bush cricket,
like most of the bush crickets found in our
area, is flightless, and the wings are used
purely in sound production, with smaller wings
in the female which produce an even quieter
sound to the naked ear.  It is remarkably fast
moving and readily climbs trees, especially
oaks.  When I put it on the floor of the
aquarium, it rushed up the vertical glass sides
and reached the top almost before I could get
the cover on.  I provided it with oak leaves
which it ate in a very distinctive way
.

Orthoptera

Linda Renshaw has made yet another
important discovery this year, of the Speckled
Bush Cricket Leptophyes punctatissima; the
first record of a colony in Lancashire.  One
afternoon in September, I received a
telephone call from Eaves Wood.  Linda had
heard a new sound on her bat detector, and I
agreed to join her to follow it up.  We listened
together in a wooded area but initially heard
nothing.  Then, on our return a little later,
there were faint clicks, spaced several seconds
apart.  We could not pin down the exact
source of the sound and moved on.  Again,
there were more clicks in grassland nearby,
and this time we followed the sound to tall
shrubs at the southern edge of the wood.
Here the clicks were deafeningly loud and
appeared to come from quite high in the
shrubs, but we stil l could not see the insect.
By this time, I was convinced that it was
Speckled Bush Cricket.  This produces a sound
which is inaudible to most people, but which
can be picked up from a few metres away by a
few people with very good hearing.  It can,
however, with a bat detector, be heard by
anyone up to 30 m away, as very loud, very
short, clicks spaced at varying intervals.

Linda returned several times to the site and
spent hours searching.  Eventually she was
rewarded with the sight of one male bush

Speckled Bush-cricket Jennifer Newton
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The Speckled Bush Cricket is one of the
commonest species in the south of England,
and sometimes enters houses.  There are few
scattered records from further north, though
it has been found in Cumbria and Scotland.
One was seen a few years ago in a house in
Warton vil lage by Ji ll Blackburn, but we were
uncertain as to whether it had arrived on an
imported plant or was part of a colony.  Use of
bat detectors has greatly increased the
number of records in the south of England,
and could well result in more finds in our area,
but not yet on Warton Crag.  The nymphs
hatch out in May and may be seen on nettles
and brambles, their main food plant in early
summer.  The adults mature in July and August
and tend to climb higher in trees, up to 4m.
They may survive through into October; Linda
heard her last one on November 1st, after
some quite hard frosts.

Linda also found a large and extensive colony
of Short-winged Coneheads Conocephalus
dorsalis on the Lune Estuary, right up into
Lancaster.  In previous years, we had both
listened, without success, for them in the
lower reaches of the estuary, from Cockerham
Marsh, around Glasson, up past Conder Green
and on the other side north from Overton.
Linda first heard them and then saw several
specimens in July, near the new LWT reserve
at Freeman’s pools.  We have now found them
from the end of the new flood embankment in
Lancaster, right down to south of the golf
course at Ashton Hall, only just north of where

we failed to find them in previous years.  They
are inside the new Freeman’s Pools reserve,
and were heard or seen into September, with
the latest sighting in our area on October 11th

on the Keer estuary.

This has been a great year for bush crickets
and grasshoppers, with good numbers of the
Bog Bush Cricket Metrioptera brachyptera
found on the new LWT reserve at Cockerham
Moss, SD4448, on September 4th and several
Dark Bush Crickets Pholidoptera griseoaptera
seen and heard on Heathwaite, SD4476, on
September 9th.  Linda has also heard, several
times in different places, a sound on the bat
detector which may be Dark Bush Cricket, but
we have not been able to confirm it.  On
Warton Crag, good numbers of both Common
Green Grasshopper Omocestus viridulus and
Field Grasshopper Chorthippues brunneus
were present on the cleared slope above the
charcoal kiln in West Field, and both species,
with Mottled Grasshopper Myrmeleotettix
maculatus, on the lower slopes of the LNR and
on Heathwaite.  Specimens of the Common
Groundhopper Tettix undulata were seen in
several places on both sections of the Warton
Crag reserve, as well as Heathwaite.

My thanks to everyone who has sent in
records for these invertebrate groups.  Please
continue the good work in 2011.

Jennifer Newton

Fish

In May, an article in a daily newspaper stated that
94% of fish stocks have vanished from British
seas, and trawlers have to stay at sea for weeks
longer searching for fish.  Fish quotas, introduced
to conserve stocks, have resulted in tons of dead
fish being dumped back into the sea after quotas
are reached.  I had visions of a future where fish,
like Cod and Haddock, would be reared in
saltwater tanks in warehouses on dry land
because the seas were no longer fit for purpose.

The Marine and Coastal Access Act is a significant
step in the right direction towards more sensible
management of our seas and coastal waters and,
hopefully, the recovery of our marine habitats
and fish stocks.  Can enough be done in time?

Rod and line f ishermen, on the shores of
Morecambe Bay, have been catching Whiting,
Codling and flat fish, with some good sized Bass
taken in the summer months.

On the River Lune, the drought held the Sea
Trout back, but once the floods came there was
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a good run, including a few whose weights were
in double figures; good numbers were seen
when spawning got underway.  Much research
is ongoing to find the cause of the national decline
in Sea Trout stocks.  The Salmon came ‘en masse’
in September/October, in good enough numbers
to have achieved their spawning target (the
number of fish needed to spawn to sustain the
run).  When all the records are collated, I think
this will be one of the better years for the River
Lune in recent times.

Interestingly, as part of the Lune Pearl Mussel
Project, it has been found that the larvae do
not attach themselves to Salmon, only to
Trout.  In the wild, after hitching a free ride up
the river attached to the trout’s gil ls, they drop
off and sink into the gravel, having done the
fish no harm whatsoever.

Well known for its game fish, the River Lune also
holds fair numbers of coarse fish in both the main
river and in backwaters which are connected to
it in times of flood.  On a NLNG outing to look
for endangered plants at Mell ing, Jenni fer
Newton identified Pike, Perch and Three-spined
Sticklebacks in Melling Pool, under the railway
viaduct.

I thought there were a few more Sea Trout in
the River Keer this year, but the redd count was
still poor.  Floods interrupted my redd counting
at peak spawning time, but this event can be
beneficial for the fish.  A Sea Trout that spawns
in a flooded, coloured river has more chance of
not being seen and getting back to the sea
unscathed.  In dry, cold weather, with the river
‘down to its bones’, spawning fish become very
vulnerable to predators l ike Herons and
Cormorants, who find them easy prey in shallow
headwaters and tributaries.

In August, a friend who farms at Over Kellet,
was surprised to find a large, dead Pike in one
of his fields next to the canal.  Partly eaten, we
put this ‘midsummer murder’ down to an
Otter:  I have seen empty Swan Mussel shells
in the same place.

I have also seen Rainbow Trout swimming in
Capernwray Tarn with their tails chewed off -
Otters again, I’m afraid, but it’ s stil l good to
have them back!

Any records of fish would be appreciated.

 Linda Renshaw

Amphibians and Reptiles

Frogs and Toads were late to spawn following
the long cold winter.  John and Betty Holding
reported the first frogspawn which appeared
in their garden pond on 11th March, exactly a
month later than usual.  Steve Price found 10
dead frogs frozen in the ice in his small, garden
pond in early March, and I saw an adult frog
frozen in the ice at Bankwell (Silverdale).
Perhaps these unfortunate frogs became active
during a thaw but were trapped when the
temperature plummeted again?  Mike Moon
witnessed a mass movement of frogs along his
road at Silverdale when the migration to
breeding ponds got underway.  Frogs may
travel miles to reach a breeding pond where a
female will lay between 700-4500 eggs in
shallow water.  The Common Toad Bufo bufo
was present at most of the local places I visited

regularly this summer, including Gait Barrows
NR, Middlebarrow Quarry and Middleton NR.
In May, some late strings of toadspawn spotted
on the edge of the River Wenning, under
Hornby Road Bridge, were at risk of being
swept away in the next flood, but were
blessed by the short summer drought and
survived to become tadpoles a few weeks
later.

There are Newts in most of our ponds and
wells, but the irresponsible dumping of
unwanted garden pond fish into some of these
waters is detrimental to them.  In the future, I
hope to make more detailed records of which
ponds have which species of newt.
Common Lizards Zootoca vivipara are found
at certain locations; Gait Barrows Nature
Reserve springs to mind as the easiest place to
see them.  In summer, these lizards enjoy
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sunbathing on the wooden boardwalks next to
Haweswater Lake:  juveniles are very dark in
colour.

Slow Worm Anguis fragil is populations appear
to be healthy.  A few lucky people have them
living in their garden compost heaps.  In May,
Brian Carlyle saw a dead one in the road at
Hale and in early June, Laura Sivell found a
dead one on the road near Burrow Heights,
just south of Lancaster.  In August, Jennifer
Newton saw a live one at Cross of Greet near
the headwaters of the River Hodder.  There
have been regular sightings at Trowbarrow,
Gait Barrows Nature Reserve and just over
the border at the Plain Quarry at Burton,
where they share the adders’ penchant for
basking on pathways.

Adders Vipera berus are not faring as well.
Jennifer Newton tells me they are stil l found at
Cross of Greet in the Forest of Bowland and
that she saw 4 there one day in August, but
they seem to be disappearing from other sites
where they were previously found.  Buzzards,
Crows and Ravens are the Adders’ main
predators and I wonder if the large increase in
the numbers of these birds has anything to do
with their decline?  Another possibility is too
much disturbance from people and dogs on
places like Warton Crag, where no Adders
have been seen in recent years.  Good
numbers of Adders can be found further north
at Foulshaw Moss Nature Reserve in Cumbria.
Please take care not to run over them at
Foulshaw, as they often lie basking on the track

leading down to the car park.  In early June,
Laura Sivell found sloughed adder skins at
Township Plantation on Whitbarrow (Cumbria
again, but worth looking for if you are up that
way).  Grass snakes Natrix natrix, which are
associated with wetter places, must have
suffered most from agricultural improvements,
with many boggy areas near rivers being
drained and turned into pastureland.  I have
never seen a Grass Snake in Lancashire and I
have no records for this year, but one last year
from Steve Ryder who found a dead one on
the road at Cross of Greet in April 2009.  Let’s
hope it wasn’t the last Grass Snake in
Lancashire!

Thank you to the people who have provided
records, please keep them coming.  The
Amphibian and Repti le Group of  South
Lancashire, ARGSL, is working to produce the
first Amphibian and Reptile Atlas for Greater
Manchester, Lancashire and Merseyside.  In
South Lancashire all reptiles are very scarce,
some with no recent records, and the group is
very keen to have our records from North
Lancashire to add to the Atlas.  Unless requested
otherwise, all NLNG records will be passed on
to Dave Orchard of ARGSL.  All British reptiles,
as well as frogs, toads and Great Crested Newts
Tri turus cristatus, are on the Lancashire
Biodiversity Action Plan species list, and it is
important that we have as much information as
possible about all the species.

Linda Renshaw

Mammals

There has been some surprising mammal
behaviour observed this year.  Linda Renshaw
saw a sheep chasing a Fox Vulpes vulpes out of
a field at Yealand in May; she had already seen
a Rabbit Oryctolagus cuniclus chasing a Stoat
Mustela erminea out of a hole at Silverdale in
April (just after Jackdaws had mobbed it – it
wasn’t having a great day!).  This latter was
clearly a more craven creature than the juve-

nile Stoat which attacked Gail Armstrong’s
foot, after her dog had picked it up and then
dropped it in Fleagarth Wood.  Even Grey
Squirrels Sciurus carolinensis were acting
strangely:  one in Arnside was seen to catch a
Bank Vole Clethrionmys glareolus and carry it
off up a tree, and John Holding had one move
into the Starling box on his house in Heysham.

Otter Lutra lutra sightings were more typical,
but pleasingly frequent.  Unfortunately, the
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first of the year was a dead one found by the
canal at Haverbreaks and reported in the
Lancaster Guardian.  The corpse was sent off
for post mortem (the advised route is via the
Environment Agency) but I have not heard any
results – if anyone else has, I’d be interested to
hear about it.  Jean Roberts saw one being
mobbed by Black-headed Gulls at Borwick
Waters in April; David Talbot photographed a
mother and two cubs from Lower Hide at
Leighton Moss and John Webb had many good
sightings between April & November, with 2
young seen together from the end of August
to early October.  There were two sightings in
the first half of October, around the canal on
the north edge of Lancaster, and the (now
usual) regular spraints and tracks on the banks
of the Rivers Lune, Wenning and Keer.  No
records from the Rivers Conder, Cocker or
Wyre in our recording area, so if you are near
those it is worth checking riverside boulders,
tree roots and under bridges for spraint and
tracks.  The only Mink Mustela vison seen this
year was a dead male found by Tony Riden and
others near Hornby, although Linda Renshaw
recorded tracks by the River Keer.

The local Roe Deer Capreolus capreolus
population appears to be still increasing and
spreading into towns.  Around the edges of
Lancaster, there have been sightings at
Lancaster Leisure Park, Lancaster Cemetery, a
garden in Scotforth, Littlefell Lane and
Freeman’s Pools (off the end of the quay).  I
saw a doe with young running down the road
near the middle of Silverdale during the day
and David Talbot noticed a dead buck on the
railway line at the edge of Eaves Wood.  Linda
Renshaw reported one at Heysham Nature
Reserve in May.

Among the smaller mammals, there seem to
have been good numbers of Hedgehogs
Erinaceous europaeus about this summer,
especially in August.  Moles Talpa europaea are
still very widespread and common (as shown
by the 28 corpses strung on a fence in
Roeburndale) as well as the molehills which
show up so well on frosty fields.  I have
received very few records of mice, voles or

shrews, but David Talbot seems to have quite
a collection of mammals in his Silverdale
garden (Rabbit, Bank Vole Clethrionomys
glareolus, Wood Mouse Apodemus sylvaticus)
and he also saw Bank Vole and Water Shrew
Neomys fodiens on the paths at Leighton
Moss.  I found dead Common Shrews Sorex
araneus on Heysham Head on two occasions
and trapped Bank Vole and Wood Mouse near
Woodwell in Silverdale, but have not seen a
live shrew all year:  I expect they took a
hammering during the prolonged frost last
winter.

The only marine mammals sightings reported
to me so far are the three Grey Seals
Halichoerus grypus which John Webb spotted
swimming together off Silverdale in
November.

I have not heard of any major new discoveries
in the local bat world, but I suspect it will only
be a matter of time before the latest species
to be split from the Brandt’s/Whiskered
complex of Myotis – Alcathoe Bat is identified
in this area.

Two new initiatives concern the mammals of
this area.  The Lancashire Mammal Group has
been set up, chaired by Dr. Tim Graham of the
Lancashire Wildlife Trust.  The group is
developing a busy programme of surveys
(some linked to national surveys managed by
the Mammal Society) and training events.  In
the Arnside/Silverdale AONB, Tony Riden
chaired a meeting to discuss ways of
encouraging a return to the area by Red
Squirrels Scurius vulgaris, which have
apparently had a good breeding season in
neighbouring areas, and have occasionally been
seen south of the River Kent in the last couple
of years.  I’d be grateful for details of any
confirmed sightings of Reds, but beware of
young Grey Squirrels with reddish flanks!

Thanks to all who have sent in mammal
records and if you’re still sitting on some – it’s
not too late!

Steve Bradley
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Birds

About 210 species visited our area in 2010,
give or take the odd ones of “dubiously wild”
origin, such as Mandarins and Snow Geese!
Included here are a few of the main features.

Eagle Double-Act
On April 11th, the keeper was going about his
usual business on Burn Moor when a dark
shadow was cast on the heather.  Looking up
revealed a young Golden Eagle, dwarfing and
receiving attention from a local Buzzard.
Minutes beforehand, a White-tailed Eagle had
just graced Leighton Moss with its ‘ flying barn
door’ presence, before being seen the
following day at Haweswater (Lake District
version)!  The Golden Eagle was also seen the
following day up the Langden valley and was
‘probably’ a genuine wild bird.  The White-
tailed Eagle was, conversely, ‘probably’ a
wanderer from the Scottish reintroduction
scheme

Mediterranean Overshoot
Just a few days later, on 18th April, the winds
were southerly and laden with spring migrants
such as Redstart and Wheatear.  John Mason
and Jean Roberts were unsuccessfully hoping
for the same level of skua and tern activity and
were staring at an empty sea from Heysham
north harbour wall.  Boredom led to John
scanning the old sandworks to count the
Wheatears and found a Hoopoe!  This
subsequently (and conveniently) flew over to
the Nature Reserve and ticked itself on the
BTO Business Challenge and provided the
following picture for Jonny Scragg:

What‘s Missed Isn‘t Necessarily A Mystery
The age of technology played its part during
the spring, as well as leading to sobering
thoughts as to what we must miss.  ‘Flying
straight through’, were four out of the five
Scottish breeding, adult Ospreys, fitted with
transmitters and, as far as we are aware, no-
one saw any of them!  Indeed, this ratio
suggests that there should have been about
230 Scottish Ospreys flying over this area
during the spring, but “only”  20 or so”  were
actually recorded by birders.  Ouch!

Newfoundland To The South Atlantic Via
Morecambe Bay
One of the skills of birdwatching is to try and
look at a load of isobars on a weather map and
think, ‘ Yes, that is the right strategy’.
Therefore, if you start perusing your weather
map of the Atlantic in early September, starting
at Newfoundland, and noting strong, westerly
gales forecasted right across to Morecambe
Bay, this is the time to allow yourself to be
buffeted around on the Stone Jetty or
Heysham North harbour wall and search for
Leach’s Petrel.  Early September produced at
least 60 of these tiny seabirds off Morecambe/
Heysham.

Presents From Siberia
In contrast to the above, the same period in
early October saw the first of the winds from
central Siberia (a pattern which was to recur,
with an increasingly wintry element, until just
after Christmas Day).  The country was
flooded with waifs and strays which do not
normally nest to the west of the Ural Moun-

Leach’s Petrel Mike Watson
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tains, and our local ‘prize’ was two Yellow-
browed Warblers, which should have been
heading for south-east Asia!

Adverse Winds Ground Elusive Migrants
Adverse winds can sometimes help us to find
birds.  This happens in spring when birds are
desperate to reach their breeding grounds.
Northerly winds can force birds to either fly
lower (example Osprey), stop-over more
often en route (example Osprey again e.g.
Leighton Moss) or desert their normal, upland
habitat in favour of more sheltered, lowland
fields.  This happened to some Dotterel in
grotty, adverse migration weather during early
May, with at least three birds frequenting a
field near Abbeystead (easily seen from the
car!) whilst 15 of their companions were in the
‘proper’ habitat on the windswept Ward’s
Stone summit.

Losses And Gains
Yet another blank, north Lancashire year for
Lesser Spotted Woodpecker – will they ever
return?  The Lancashire status is now
absolutely critical, with the final stronghold
around Chorley about to disappear into the
mists of time.  No Wood Warbler located on
territory in the usual places, but previous
history shows this could be a temporary ‘blip’.
There were just two spring males on passage
and two autumn migrants in 2010.  In contrast,
what about Little Egret?  This is everyone’s
prediction for a new, nesting species in the

area (they were seen stick-carrying in 2010)
and the two main local roosts revealed over
150 individuals during autumnal counts.  Hot
on the heels of Little Egret as a potential
coloniser (although the effect of the late 2010
weather has yet to be determined) is Cetti’s
Warbler, with Leighton Moss the obvious site.
Another, perhaps unwelcome, coloniser is
Eagle Owl which (in this area) has been
originally traced to a captive source.  Never
has a species of bird caused so much
controversy - unless it is to come out with a
statement that Bittern is now finished as a
breeding bird at Leighton Moss, until re-
colonisation with ‘new blood’ takes place.
This would occur via the corridor of habitats
being created to the south and east of our
area.

Temporary population ‘crashes’  are a feature
of our very mixed climate, and the main
sufferer during the 2009/10 (and the late 2010)
weather seems to have been the Stonechats
which took a chance and didn’t migrate from
the fell-edges.  The same thing happened in
the 1980s, and it wil l be interesting to see if
the fellside population level builds up again to
the perhaps unprecedented high numbers of
pre-2009.

Pete Marsh
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Recorders 2011

Herbaceous plants Martin Sherlock 22 Cumberland View, Lancaster, LA1 4AB
Shrubs, Trees 01524 66131               martin@phytophile.me.uk

Ferns, Clubmosses Trevor Piearce 44 Green Lane, Lancaster LA1 2EZ
 Horsetails 01524 67500 t.piearce@lancaster.ac.uk

Seaweeds, Algae Roy Merritt 20 St John’s Grove, Heysham, LA3 1ET
01524 411193     roymerritt2@aol.com

Hover flies Brian Hugo 18 Burford Drive, Heysham, LA3 2EY
01524 854300   bribar@live.co.uk

Mammals (inc. Bats) Steve Bradley  6 Exeter Avenue, Lancaster, LA1 4AL
01524 33056             bradfamily@btinternet.com

Amphibians, Reptiles Linda Renshaw 22 Grange View, Millhead, Carnforth, LA5 9HL
Fish 01524 733036
Moths John Girdley 22 Chatsworth Road, Morecambe LA4 4JQ

01524 419234  john@birdtours.co.uk

Butter flies Laura Sivell 22 Beaumont Place, Lancaster, LA1 2EY
01524 69248 laura.sivell@ mypostoff ice.co.uk

Birds, Dragonflies Peter Marsh Leck View Cottage, Ashley’s Farm,
Higher Tatham, LA2 8PH
01524 264944         pmrsh123@aol.com

Spiders, Woodlice, Jennifer Newton 94 Main Street, Hornby, LA2 8JY
Snails, Grasshoppers 01524 221569        jennifer@hollyh.demon.co.uk

Fungi John&Sheila Weir 13 Parkside Drive, Arnside, LA5 0BU
01524 762210         boletus@arnside.eclipse.co.uk

Beetles, Bugs Jim Thomas Bridge House, Borwick, LA6 1JU
Ladybirds 01524 730480   jim.thomas70@yahoo.co.uk

Lichens Brian Carlyle 175 West End Road, Morecambe, LA4 4EH
01524 415906 carwb@talktalk.net

Please send in your observations and help build up a detailed knowledge of what lives where in
this area so that we can:-

1. Conserve particularly interesting sites.
2. Monitor changes in numbers and distribution of species.
3. Add to National recording schemes (your flower/earwig may provide a new dot on a

national map).

Please try to include these details:
Recorder’s name, species, grid reference (ideally 2 letters and 6 figures e.g. SD486605)

with place name (e.g. Lancaster), date.
The A4 NLNG recording sheet is specially designed for this purpose.  Copies from Jennifer
Newton or Mike Moon.
Remember that any observation may be valuable, not just the rare and unusual.



Field Meetings

Park Wood Apr il 24th

On a beautiful, warm, calm and sunny spring
morning, April 24, fourteen of us met in
Hutton Roof village for a walk through Park
Wood.  This is a National Nature Reserve on
the slope of Hutton Roof Crags, administered
by English nature from 1979 to 1988, and since
then leased to Cumbria Wildlife Trust.  Our
guides for the day were Barbara Crooks and
Ann Dale, who told us at the start something
of the history of Park Wood as probably once
having been part of a mediaeval deer park.

Entering the Reserve by a kissing gate, we first
walked through a field of sheep and young
lambs below the wood.  This had patches of
Hard Rush Juncus inflexus and later the Soft
Rush Juncus effusus which Jennifer
demonstrated to have discontinuous and
continuous pith respectively.  This makes only
the latter suitable as a wick for oil lamps.

A male Brimstone fluttered along the fence
separating the field and wood, then a Green
Veined White; a little later a Peacock, then a
male Orange Tip.  A Buzzard circled
overhead.  Running across the ground were
two species of Wolf Spider, Pardosa amentata
and P. pullata.  Lesser Celandine Ranunculus
ficaria was on both sides of the fence and on
the wood side a magnificent display of Wood
Anemone Anemone nemorosa with Primrose

Primula vulgaris and Barren Strawberry
Potentilla sterilis.  The entomologists found the
dark bordered bee-fly Bombylius major and
the hoverfly Eristalis pertinax.  We heard two
Nuthatches and a Greater Spotted
Woodpecker.  By a tiny stream issuing from
the wood, were the leaves of either Creeping
Jenny Lysimachia vulgaris or Yellow Pimperel
Lysimachia nemorum - to be decided by a later
visit.  Leaves of Meadowsweet Fil ipendula
ulmaria were just unfurling.  A few bluebells
were already flowering just inside the wood
where violets, both Common Dog Violet Viola
riviniana and the much more local Early Dog
Violet V reichenbachiana, were well in flower.

Passing from the field into Park Wood proper,
through a second gate, we found another bee-
fly with Wood Sorrel Oxalis acetosella, Ladies
Mantle Alchemilla sp and several plants of
Herb Paris Paris quadrifolia.  We were shown,
by our guides, a fine specimen of Field Maple
Acer campestre, one of several in the wood
which was just coming into leaf sufficiently to
see the characteristic shape.  Field Maple is
scarce as a woodland tree this far north in
Britain and Park Wood is an important site.
We heard Willow Warbler, Chiffchaff and
Blackcap.  A beautiful Hawthorn Shieldbug
Acanthosoma haemorrhoidale was found on
Dogs Mercury Mercurialis perennis.

Our guides led us with perfect timing to an
ideal lunch site where there were huge logs of
felled Sycamore for seats, surrounded by
limestone cliffs for shelter should any wind
start.  One keen member delayed eating to
look under the Sycamore bark and found a
large black spider, Coeletes atropos.

After lunch we were taken to view several fine
plants of Daphne mezerium.  Several of us
made a small detour to look over a stile to the
Hutton Roof crags and to see another good
specimen of Field Maple.  A Speckled Wood
was flying here.  Descending through the
wood, we came to more Herb Paris by a fine
coniferous tree of unusual shape.  Attempts to
identify it were made difficult by the dense
bramble thicket, and we were eventually
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frustrated by our inability to reach any foliage
or find any cones on the ground.  Later, studies
of other conifers in the wood suggest that it
was a Norway spruce.  It was evidently a

favourite perch for an owl, as three good
pellets were collected underneath, and our
expert thought they were of Tawny Owl.  A
weevil Barynotus moerens was found on Dogs
Mercury.

Leaving the wood by a stile, but still within the
Reserve, we walked again through the field of
sheep below the wood, and stopped to
examine the foliage of two conifers by the
fence.  The consensus was Norway spruce.
Crossing a wall by a stile, we reached a stream
to the south-west of Park Wood.  In it we
found larvae of caddis flies, alder fl ies, midges
and also a leech.  Several of us walked up this
stream to where it issued from the hillside in a
spring, finding on the way a cluster of six water
crickets Velia caprai feeding on a dead fly.
Near the spring is a fine example of a l ime kiln,
built with huge blocks of local limestone, and,
supporting from the joints between them, a
splendid crop of Maidenhair Spleenwort
Asplenium trichomanes.

This was a superb outing to a rich site, made
perfect by the valuable preparation by our
guides Barbara Crooks and Ann Dale.

David Newton

Lancaster Canal, April 27th.

From the footpath opposite Aldcliffe Hall
gatehouse, we began our excursion by walking
towards Ashton Road bridge.  It was a cloudy,
cool evening; the natural world and its life
forms were outwardly subdued and there was
no vibrancy and activity one would expect,
considering Spring was well underway.  Bird
life was shy visibly and audibly but, not
surprisingly, the Swallows were bucking the
trend, flying gracefully and efficiently, trawling
the air for insects.  Moorhens bobbed and
weaved their way through the watery margins
and herons stood sentinel.

A change of scale and more localised searching
uncovered a money spider, Linyphia montana,

obviously at home in the moist vegetation.
The black lavae of the dock beetle
Gastrophysa viridula were, with singularity of
purpose, busily devouring their food plant to
leave only its skeletal base.  The appearance of
a Blue-tailed Damselfly Ishnura elegans was
appreciated by all of us.  It was pristine,
recently emerged and although this happens
every year, damselfl ies always seem to retain
the power to attract.  I was informed, by a
knowledgeable member of the party, that it
had not yet gained its mature body colours and
will take several days to complete the full
transformation.

The Lancaster canal has many interesting
aquatic plants; some tall with eye-catching
architecture.  Sweet-flag Acorus calamus is
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Latterbarrow and Nichols Moss,
May 16th

Eleven people turned out on a rather cool and
cloudy day to be led around two Cumbria
Wildlife Trust sites by Linda Renshaw.  In the
car park, opinion was sought on the identity of
two spiders, which were thought to be
Pardosa amentata and a Zelotes species.  A
14-spot Ladybird, Propylea 14-punctata, was
spotted on nearby vegetation.
 
In Latterbarrow reserve, amongst a profusion
of Cowslips Primula veris, there were Early
Purple Orchid Orchis mascula, Crosswort
Cruciata laevipes and Lady’s Mantle Alchemilla
vulgaris; careful examination of some rushes
proved to be soft rush Juncus effusus.  We also
found hoverfly Rhingia campestris, Yellow
Meadow Ant Lasius flavus, banded snail

one of these plants and was present at the
canal side.  It grows to a height of two metres,
producing long, sword-bladed leaves and
green, horn-like spadix at intervals along the
length of its stem.  Martin drew our attention
to the fact that its leaves smell of tangerine
when crushed - a useful aid to identification,
especially early in its growing cycle.

On the landward side of the towpath, situated
on the wooded embankment, an ash tree had
become home to a fungus - Dryad’s Saddle
Polyporous squamosus.  Its fruiting bodies
were shaped like trumpet mouths and had
flattened, infilled, fibrous tops.  Bluebell
Hyacinthoides non- scriptus was evident
amongst the ground vegetation; most of its
blooms had turned to seed.  The hybrid
between this, our native bluebell, and the
Spanish blue bell Hyacinthoides hispanica, was
also confirmed to be present.  H. non -script
+ H. hispanica is a creation of cross pollination
by insects.  Other woodland plants we saw
were:  Herb Bennet Geum urbanum; Soft
Shield Fern Polystichum setiferum; Wood

Dryad’s Saddle Stephen Price

Sedge Carex sylvatica,;Dog’s mercury
Mercurialis perrenis; the grass False wood
brome Brachipodium sylvaticum and many
more too numerous to mention.

It was less than perfect weather, but there is
always wildlife to see on the Lancaster canal.
Finally, thanks must go to Martin for leading
the walk, and showing and explaining things of
interest throughout the evening.

Roy Copson.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                

Cepaea nemoralis and another spider,
complete with egg sac, Pardosa pullata.  A
male Bullfinch Pyrrhula pyrrhula was also seen.
In woodland, just beyond the reserve, we
found Wood Sorrel Oxalis acetosella, Barren
Strawberry Potentilla sterilis, Lesser Celandine
Ranunculus ficaria, Arum Lily Arum
maculatum, Bugle Ajuga reptans and Ground
Ivy Glechoma hederacea.

On such a cool day, few insects seemed ready
to show themselves but a Speckled Wood
Parage aegeria, a 7-spot Ladybird Coccinella 7-
punctata and a solitary bee, thought to be one
of the Andrena species, were seen.  Linda also
found some owl pellets which she thought
were probably those of a Barn Owl Tyto alba.
Two grasses, Meadow Foxtail Alopecurus
pratensis and Sweet Vernal grass
Anthoxanthum odoratum, were identified in
the field beyond the wood.  Sticky Mouse-ear
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Cerastium glomeratum and Lady’s Smock
Cardamine pratensis were also noted.
 
On our way to Nichols Moss, through Halecat
Wood, we found Sweet Cicely Myrrhis
odorata and Woodruff Galium odoratum.  A
soldier beetle, Cantharis pellucida, was taken
away for a more positive identification;
another spider Metellina mengei was found
and butterfl ies Orange-tip Anthocharis
cardamines and Green-veined White Pieris
napi were seen.
 
We discovered Nichols Moss to be undergoing
restoration, with warning signs and heavy
machinery around the entrance.
Nevertheless, as work was not in progress, we
ventured on to the site to see what we could
find.  Two moths, a male Common Heath
Ematurga atomaria, sporting magnificent
feathered antennae, and Brown Silver Lines
Petrophora chlorosata, were seen.  Amongst

the heather and grass, keen eyes spotted
spiders; the uncommon jumping spider
Evarcha falcata and the tiny Dictyna
arundinacea, with a Drassodes cupreus under
a stone.  A heather beetle Lochmaea suturalis
and hoverfly Eristalis tenax were also found.
Whilst carrying out our search, we heard the
distant call of a Cuckoo Cuculus canorus
which, for some of us, was the first this year.
 
As we returned to Latterbarrow, we paid a
brief visit to a new woodland glade created by
Butterfly Conservation during the winter
months.  Already the ground flora showed
signs of recovery, especially with Cowslips
Primula veris; perhaps it was too early to
expect an influx of new fauna.  Not quite so
appealing was the well-used Badger Meles
meles latrine found further on!
 

Mike Bloomfield/Anne Smith

 

Lytham St Anne‘s Dunes and
Nature Reserve  June 12th

Blackpool, growing southwards, and St Anne’s
on Sea, growing northwards; never met, and
now, given planning restrictions, never will.
The space between, known as “Starr Hills” , is
very nearly all that is left of the dune system
that once covered the whole Fylde coast.
Even this is hardly intact!  A main road runs
about 150 yards inland of the foredunes and a
railway runs another 300 yards inland.  Beyond
that is a golf l inks and beyond that is Blackpool
Airport.  The gap between the road and the
railway is the official Lytham St Anne’s Local
Nature Reserve but, in practice, the warden
keeps an unofficial eye on the seaward dunes
too, and when we went on 12 June 2010, we
walked around areas on both sides of the
road.

The excursion was a joint one with the
Lancashire and Cheshire Entomological

Society; about half a dozen of each group
turned up.  Our leader was Anne Heslop, the
reserve warden who, in truth, only led us in
the broadest sense of the word, as the
tendency was for everyone, especially the
entomologists, to scatter and do their own
thing.  She did, however, explain certain
aspects to those nearby; for example, that the
strandline is an important factor in the
formation of new dunes and that she had
persuaded the local council not to tidy it up.
She also provided tea and biscuits at lunchtime
for those who wanted them, thus raising the
standard for future reserve visits.

It was quite impossible to keep up with
everyone’s finds, so the plants, insects and
spiders noted below should not be considered
more than a random selection.  The day was
divided into two by lunch.  In the morning, we
went round the dunes on the seaward side of
the road.  This had a lot of loose sand with
marram, Ammophila arenaria and lyme-grass,
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Leymus arenarius.  There were quite a few
shrubs dotted about including a variety of
roses.  The “special”  plant here is Isle of Man
Cabbage Coincya monensis, ssp monensis,
which is only found on a few Irish Sea coasts.

There were quite a lot of weevils about
attacking this vegetation, including
Otiorhynchus, Phylobius and Apion.  The Sea-
buckthorn Hippophaeae rhamnoides was
being eaten by Puss Moth caterpil lars
(Notodontidae).  We saw a cuckoo bumble
bee, Bombus campestris, which lays its eggs in
the nest of the Common Carder bee Bombus
pascuorum (which we didn’ t see).  Among the
spiders were some from the family
Philodromidae (“walking crab spiders”), coast-
dwellers like Tibellus oblongus and
Philodromus, as well as more widespread
species like Euophrys frontalis, a jumping
spider with red rings round its eyes.
There were a number of insects caught which
couldn’ t be named, including ichneumons,
robber-flies and chrysopids (green lacewings).

In the afternoon, we crossed the road.  This
area has mostly closed vegetation and a

Dragonfly Workshop, Heysham, July
14th

On a day of doubtful weather prospects,
around 16 members of the Lancashire Wildlife
Trust assembled in the classroom at Heysham
Nature Reserve.  While some of us lived
locally, others had travelled from as far as
Manchester to take advantage of the expert
knowledge available in this identification
workshop.

In the morning, Graham Jones of the Wildlife
Trust gave a detailed presentation of the
members of the Odonata (dragonflies and
damselfl ies) which can be found in Lancashire.
It was similar to the talk he gave to the North
Lancashire Naturalists in March, although
slanted more towards identification than

ecology, and this time we had the benefit of a
set of il lustrated notes.

Armed with these, we set off for the pools at
Middleton Wood Nature Reserve where we
had lunch and inspected a few finds made by

number of damp or wet dune-slacks.  A cou-
ple of these are home to the inconspicuous
Adder‘s tongue Ophioglossum vulgatum and
the more attractive Marsh Helleborine
Epipactis palustris.  Some of the invertebrates
found, of course, were the same as in the
morning.  Here are some of the others:
Athous haemorrhoidalis (a click-beetle),
Rhogogaster viridis (a sawfly), the Grass Rivu-
let Perizoma albulata (a geometrid moth),
Xerolycosa miniata (a coastal wolf-spider) and
the Large Skipper butterfly Ochlodes faunus.

To finish, we went to a corner of the reserve
where there was a pond with aquatic vegeta-
tion and the Water Ladybird Anisosticta 19-
punctata.  Here, there survives a hybrid rush
Juncus balticus x inflexus, otherwise only
known from the dunes near Southport.  Juncus
balticus still grows in that area but has died out
from the Fylde: the hybrid, though sterile, wil l
probably persist as long as the conditions are
suitable.

Martin Sherlock

Aeshna mixta John Holding
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the expert staff who were with us.  Despite
the absence of sun, we saw three species of
damselfly, Blue-tailed Ischnura elegans,
Common Blue Enallagma cyathigerum and
Azure Coenagrion puella; also Common
Darter Sympetrum striolatum and Black-tailed
Skimmer Orthetrum cancellatum.  Graham
then suggested we walk a little way from the
main pool to where other species had been

Black-tailed skimmer John Holding

reported earlier in the day and inevitably, at
our furthest point from the car park, the
heavens opened.  Although we turned back
immediately, everyone was soaked and some
of the precious identification sheets were
clearly of no further use.  Not surprisingly, we
didn’t see any more dragonflies.

Some of us were still rather hesitant about our
identification skills when Graham announced
the final activity of the day, a quiz.  Mostly,
however, we found it not too difficult and all
set off home determined to put our new-
found abilities into practice.

Many thanks to everyone involved in running
this very interesting event.  If you get the
chance next year, do go along – and not just
for the free tea and biscuits!

Marian Corkill

Freeman’s Pools, July 22nd

After a week of wet weather, we were
fortunate to have a fine evening on Thursday
22nd July for our excursion to Freeman’s Pools
Nature Reserve, situated beside the River
Lune in Lancaster.  The leader of our party
was Steve Ryder, Assistant Reserve Manager
for the site, who took us round and gave us an
excellent introduction to the history and
natural history of the area.

As part of the Environment Agency’s flood
defence works for the low-lying part of
Lancaster, borrow pits have been excavated to
provide material for the nearby embankment.
A large, steep-sided pool has been created
with a shingle island.  The dramatic effect of
the excavations could be seen in the before-
and-after aerial photographs that Steve had
brought along - photographs that also revealed
how quickly the area had been colonised by
vegetation over the last two years.

The site has been under Lancashire Wildlife
Trust management for about a year.  A reed
bed is being established and in the developing
fen and wet grassland area surrounding the
pool, a wildflower seed mixture has been
sown in patches where the nutrient-rich
topsoil has been stripped off to restrict
vigorous grass growth.  Galloway cattle will be
used to graze the grassy areas after mowing.
In places, Black Poplar Populus nigra saplings
have been planted.  We saw doe and buck Roe
Deer Capreolus capreolus during our visit.
The reserve is not currently open to members
of the public, but it is sufficiently flat and
treeless for there to be good views from the
perimeter fence.

The site provides valuable habitat for wildfowl
and waders.  Birds of the shingle island include
Little Ringed Plover Charadrius dubius,
Lapwing Vanellus vanellus and Oystercatcher
Haematopus ostralegus; Smew Mergus
albellus, were recorded on site this winter.
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Black-tailed Godwit was seen on our outing; a
first for the site.  We saw the Common Blue
Damselfly Enallagma cyathigerum and the
Blue-tailed Damselfly Ischnura elegans,
roosting in the rushes.  Dragonflies previously
seen here are the Brown Hawker Aeschna
grandis, Broad-bodied Chaser Libellula
depressa and Four-spotted Chaser L.
quadrimaculata.

Spiders seen on our visit included a female
Cone-footed Spider Theridion impressum, a
species characteristic of wet places.
Surprisingly, the grasshopper Chorthippus
brunneus was present – it is typically found in
dry areas.  Amongst the more distinctive
plants seen on our visit was the Sea Club-rush
Bolboschoenus maritimus, abundant in ditches
in a low-lying area with much bare ground, as
was the downy-looking Marsh Cudweed
Gnaphalium uliginosum.

Many bumblebees were nectaring on the
abundant thistles and melilot along the eastern
edge of the reserve.  Most abundant were the
Red-tailed Bumblebee Bombus lapidarius and

Freeman’s Pools Ruth Piearce

the Common carder bee Bombus pascuorum,
but an exciting find was a female cuckoo bee
Bombus barbutellus, which parasitises the
Garden Bumblebee Bombus hortorum.  This
appears to be the first record for VC60.

Thanks to Steve for an informative and most
enjoyable excursion.  It will be fascinating to
see how the site develops over the next few
years.

Trevor Piearce

Garden Safar i, August 1st

On a fine Sunday afternoon, the first of August,
eight of us accepted the kind invitation of Mike
Moon to explore the wildlife of his garden and
allotment in Silverdale.  As we waited for
latecomers to arrive, we puzzled over strange
droppings in the front garden, and concluded
that they came from a hedgehog.

The main site for investigation was the orchard
area, which used to be called “Little Pickles” ,
and was formerly used as an area for shelling
various shellfish collected from Morecambe
Bay.  Now a garden and orchard, it enabled us
to have fine views of Comma Polygonia c-
album and Peacock Inachis io butterflies, and
later, a Red Admiral Vanessa atalanta and
Meadow Brown Maniola jurtina.  There were
numerous bumblebees:  Red-tailed Bombus
lapidarius, White-tailed B. lucorum and

Common Carder-bees Bombus pascuorum.
The tiny, day-flying moth, Pyrausta aurata, was
flying around the marjoram, its larval food
plant.  Solitary bees were found closer to the
road in a habitat created for them, consisting
of paper tubes about the size of a pencil, blind
at one end, and packed tightly into a short
length of plastic drain pipe.

In the unweeded, soft fruit beds, our botanical
experts found a large patch of a fumitory,
possibly Purple Ramping-fumitory, but it had to
be taken home for closer examination,
particularly of its ripe fruits.  These finally
ripened adequately for determination, and it
proved indeed to be Purple-ramping Fumitory,
Fumaria purpurea, a rare western species and
a British endemic on the BAP list.  It is an
annual and is difficult to trace because it tends
to appear one year and then disappear the
next.  Eric Greenwood, the VC60 Recorder, is
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very keen that we keep a close eye on the
plant and check how it does each year.  Also
found was a Lancashire rarity (which might
have been in the next-door allotment) the Pale
Willowherb Epilobium roseum, growing with
the very common Broad-leaved Willowherb
Epilobium montanum.  Other weeds included
two spurges - Sun Spurge Euphorbia
helioscopia and Petty Spurge Euphorbia
peplus.

The long grass, which Mike had left unmown
especially for our visit, harboured the
grasshopper Chorthippus brunneus and the
long-legged grass bug Stenodema laevigatum.

In a small pond, we found water plantain,
water boatmen, baby newts (both Palmate and
Smooth) and also tiny frogs.  By the pond were
Lesser Spearwort, Ranunculus flammula,
Yellow Flag Iris pseudacorus and Bog Bean
Menyanthes trifoliata.  Two wolf spiders hid on
the ground under the vegetation - a female
Pardosa amentata, carrying its egg-sac, and an
elderly female Alopecosa pulverulenta.

Exploration of the back garden provided a
sharp contrast; it was steep with the
vegetation broken by outcrops of limestone

bedrock.  Here were the long-tongued
bumblebees Bombus hortorum, nectaring on
the large flowers of Bear’s-breeches Acanthus
spicatus.  A female Bombus hortorum was
caught and passed around in a pot for all to see
its very long face.  It is interesting how our
native bees learn to cope with quite
complicated, exotic flowers.

The outside of the house provided some more
spider records:  the money spiders Labulla
thoracica and Lepthyphantes minutes, the
lace-web spider Amaurrobius similis (brought
out of its web with a vibrating tuning fork) and,
in the garage, webs of one of the house
spiders, Tegenaria sp.

A very welcome tea and cakes were provided
and thoroughly enjoyed by all.  Many thanks
must go to Sandra and Mike for their warm
hospitality.  The great variety of plants and
animals to be found in one garden, especially if
it is allowed to grow without too much
concern for tidiness, was apparent to all, and
we look forward to exploring more gardens in
future years.

David and Jennifer Newton

Hay Br idge Nature Reserve, August
15th

On a delightfully sunny, summer’s day,
seventeen members of the North Lancashire
Naturalist Group made their way to Hay
Bridge for a stimulating day in a reserve of
diverse communities.  Our hosts were Helen
and Keith, wardens at the reserve, and prime
innovators for the maintenance and diversity
of the area.  Further details of the reserve,
including its aims, background, museum,
membership details, maps and activities can be
found at the reserve website -
www.haybridgereserve.org.uk .

The day started with a visit to the grass snake
pits that had been established.  Extra warmth

from the freshly decomposing grass piles, and
the protection provided by sheeting, allow the
Grass Snakes to thrive, laying eggs and
maintaining a healthy population.  During
warm weather the snakes tend to move out to
cooler areas earlier in the day, and although
one was seen, it refused to be removed from
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its preferred habitat for a closer inspection.
Our amble around the reserve continued
through meadows, discussing the effects of
grazing regimes on the flora.  Exclusion areas
for the promotion of Yellow Rattle Rhinanthus
minor, and areas of ungrazed and uncut
meadow, gave an insight into the floral and
faunal diversity of these habitats (species lists
for some of the identified organisms is
appended).

We walked into the woodland where we were
shown an area of coppicing and potash
production.  A reconstructed house, which
would have been used as a seasonal shelter for
the workers, was seen next to the charcoal
burning area and potash furnace.  Here, the
main fuel for the iron smelting industry of
South Lakeland was created, as well as the
potash for both agricultural and industrial uses.

Further into the woods, we came to an an
area of ancient woodland with groups of
mature oak, beech and yew.  Discussions
varied as the expertise of the members
spotted many different species.  Beech and
Hard Ferns were identified; among the grasses
Holcus mollis was described as locally
common, but Agrostis sp dominated in the
woodland.

The exit from the woodland gave us a clear
view of Hay Bridge Moss, the raised bog area
of the reserve.  Helen described the
management of the moss - how the birch
trees had been clear-felled to increase
moisture and moss growth, whilst leaving a
ring of them to provide shelter for the Red
(and other) Deer in the area.

The tour returned to an area of woodland,
managed and grazed in an attempt to control
the bracken and the birch, once selected trees
had been felled.  The area produced a
delightfully varied habitat with shade and open
glades.  Various members were intrigued by
the Fly Agaric toadstool by the path, as well as
a Dor beetle and numerous other fauna.

Meadow, woodland and bog are not the only
habitats at the reserve.  The tour continued to
visit two ponds - Black Beck and White Moss
tarns.  The dragonflies were out in force,
patrolling the ponds and keeping a watchful
eye on all of the visitors.

After walking through open fields with views
down the Rusland Valley, and then over the
boardwalks by the side of the raised bog, our
tour finished in time for a late lunch.

After lunch at the centre, where a side
attraction had been the bird feeder, the group
members went in many different directions to
study their chosen habitat.  Spiders, hoverfl ies,
birds, ferns, and flowers were all noted.  In the
centre of the raised bog, several specimens of
the raft spider Dolomedes fimbriatus were
located.  It is gratifying that the management
plans to maintain particular habitats are
rewarded by healthy populations of otherwise
rare species.
The meeting ended at 3.30pm, when
members had to wrench themselves away
from this idyllic and peaceful haven.  A vote of
thanks was given to Helen and Keith who had
given up their time to show us around.
Contributions for the visit were collected and
donated to the Reserve Trust.

Chris Workman (Photographs also by Chris)

Species List

Lepidoptera:-
Peacock Inachis io
Small White Pieris rapae
Green- veined White Pieris napi
Small Copper Lycaena phlaeas
Comma Polygonia c-album
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Large White Pieris brassicae
Gatekeeper Pyronia tithonus
Common Carpet  Epirrhoe alternata

Odonata:-
Gold-ringed Dragonfly Cordulegaster boltoni

Insects:-
Mosquitoes
Forest Shield Bug Pentatoma rufipes
2 predatoryshield bugs:
Rhacognathus punctatus andPicromerus bidens
Dor Beetle Geotrupes stercorarius

Spiders:-
Pardosa amentata, Pardosa saltans (= lugubris)
Dolomedes fimbriatus
Araneus quadratus
Clubionia stagnatilis
Floronia bucculenta
Vertebrates:-

Grass snake Natrix natrix
Slow worm Anguis fragilis
Adder Vipera berus
Toad Bufo bufo.

Flora:-
Hemp nettle – Galiopsis bifidus & G.tetrahit
Yellow Rattle Rhianthus minor
Bluebell Hyacinthoides non-scriptus
Yellow Pimpernel Lysimachia nemorum
Angelica Angelica sylvestris
Holcus mollis
Agrostis sp
Beech Fern Phegopteris connectilis
Hard fern Blechnum spicant
Bracken Pteridium aquilinum

Fungi:-
Fly Agaric Amanita muscaria
Boletus sp.
Common Earthball Scleroderma citrinum

Pear l s Befor e Swine – A L ocal
Butter fly Research Project

When I decided to return to university in 2009
to study ecology, one of the main motivations
was my concern regarding the loss of biodiversity
and the vast number of extinctions that are
expected to occur over the next years and
decades.  I was, therefore, very excited to be
given the opportunity to base my MSc
dissertation project on the study of a priority
species in this country, the Pearl Bordered
Friti l lary Boloria euphrosyne, and, perhaps
through this work, aid the recovery of this
beautiful butterfly.

It is the earliest friti llary to emerge and can be
seen flying from May to June; rarely with a small
second brood during August.  Adults fly low to
the ground, stopping regularly to feed on spring
flowers such as Bugle Ajuga reptans and Bird‘s-
foot-trefoil Lotus corniculatus.  It has fairly
specialised requirements in terms of breeding
habitat.  Single eggs are laid on dead bracken or
leaf litter, and the black, hairy larvae hibernate

amongst the dead leaves.  They emerge in early
spring, basking on leaf l itter and feeding on
Common Dog Violet Viola riviniana and other
violet species.  Pupae form among the leaf litter
and adults emerge after a few weeks.  Some
bracken litter is therefore needed, however, if
there is too much, the food plants are unable to
grow.  Reserve managers have, therefore, to find
the right balance in order to promote the
species.  Although it is similar to many other
fritillaries, its markings are fairly distinctive, with
pretty white pearls around the edge of the hind
wings.  From a distance, it can be mistaken for
the Small Pearl Bordered Fritillary (and frequently
was during the study!) which emerges a little
later, but closer inspection reveals more white
cells on the Small Pearl.

Habitat loss and fragmentation, due to changes
in agriculture and management practices, are the
major causes of species decl ine in the UK.
Butterf l ies are particularly sensitive to such
changes as a result of their short life spans, limited
dispersal abil ity and food plant specializations.
The Pearl Bordered Fritillary, once widespread
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and abundant, has experienced a particularly
marked decline over the last 50 years, and is
classed as nationally scarce in the UK by the Joint
Nature Conservation Committee (JNCC).  The
butterfly is more commonly found in woodlands,
but the Morecambe Bay Limestone grasslands
in the North of England are a stronghold for the
species.  Unfortunately, knowledge of population
structure and dispersal ability in this type of
habitat, that could aid the development of
targeted conservation measures, was lacking.
Butterfly Conservation were therefore keen to
find out more about the movement and dispersal
ability of the butterfly in this area, in order to
better address its needs and inform habitat
management practice.

During a, thankfully, very sunny spring, and along
with plenty of help f rom some very kind
volunteers, I embarked upon a Mark, Release,
Recapture exercise to examine population
numbers, distribution, and movements of the
Pearls at two reserves in the Arnside and
Silverdale Network - Warton Crag and Yealand
Hall Allotments.  This involved walking the
established UK Butterf ly Monitoring Scheme
(UKBMS) transects through the sites dai ly
(butterfly friendly weather permitting!) and
catching, marking and noting the location of as
many butterf l ies as possible.  Marking such
delicate creatures was rather tricky, but after the
first few times all involved got the hang of it, and
no butterf l ies were harmed.  We used

in dif ferent cel ls.  We found marking them
through the holes in the butterfly nets to be the
most successful method.  Each butterfly was
marked, and details such as sex, GPS location,
level of wing wear indicating age, and behaviour
of captured and recaptured butterf lies were
noted before they were released to go about
their business.

The GPS locations were uploaded into a
computer programme called Arc Map, which
allowed me to see the butterfly movements
plotted on a map.  I could then establish how far
the butterfl ies tended to move and where their
main colonies were.  Using data previously
col lected about the habitat, I attempted to
identify any pattern in the butterfly’s use of the
area.  I was also able to estimate total butterfly
numbers at the two sites, to give an idea of how
healthy the populations are.  In addition, the extra
information collected about the butterfly’s sex,
age and behaviour allowed me to examine the
dif fering dispersal behaviours of males and
females, and find out the nectar plants that were
most frequently used.

The study identified a number of separate local
populations at Warton Crag, with most
individuals remaining within the areas where they
were originally marked.  Many, however, moved
more than 100m and over a quarter left the area
where they were first caught, indicating a ‘meta
population’ structure, with several small colonies
exchanging individuals to make up a larger
population.  The farthest ranging butterfly was
re-caught several times and moved over 1000m
around Warton Crag, though the average
distance travelled was around 300m.  This is
converse to the behaviour of the species in
woodland habitats, where it tends to form closed
colonies and have more limited dispersal abil ity.
This heightened mobility appears to facilitate the
meta-population structure which aids long term
persistence of the population, and may be a
reason why these open habitats seem to be a
stronghold for the species.  Although only a single
population was observed at Yealand, since the
Pearl appears to be able to move considerable
distances, it is possible that there may be
exchange between reserves that are relatively

permanent felt tip pens, which have been found
to make the most reliable marks, and following
the natural patterns on the butterfly’s wings as a
grid, gave each a unique number made up of dots
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close together - such as Yealand and Gait
Barrows.  If so, this would be beneficial for the
transfer of genetic information between colonies,
keeping populations healthy.

The study also revealed some interesting
differences in the behaviour between the sexes.
Males tended to move further, perhaps searching
for a mate, while the females tended to stay
within their original colonies.  This is, perhaps,
because they know that there is suitable habitat
where they emerge, and they do not want to
risk failing to find another suitable oviposition site
if they leave the area.  Males appear to remain in
the system for longer, perhaps as a result of
increased predation by insects, such as spiders,
on females who spend more time in the
undergrowth searching for egg laying sites.
Bluebell and Bird‘s-foot-trefoil appear to be the
preferred nectar plants of the Pearl, though this
may simply indicate the plants which are available
and most abundant at this time of year.

Sadly, Pearl numbers at both Warton Crag and
Yealand Hall Alloments were found to be low
and therefore the populations are vulnerable.
However more conservation work is planned for
both areas and I hope that the information
collected in the study will be useful for the
reserve managers; for example in finding the
right location to create new habitat to allow
colonisation by existing populations.  I have very

much enjoyed studying for my Masters degree
with the Lancaster Environment Centre at
Lancaster University.  It has been a privilege to
work with Butterf ly Conservation and the
wonderful volunteers who helped me with the
field work which will contribute to protecting
this stunning creature for future generations to
enjoy.1

Laura Bennett (also the photos).

1 Bennett, L. (2010). Dispersal and
Metapopulation Dynamics of Boloria
euphrosyne (Pearl Bordered Friti llary) in the
Morecambe Bay Limestone Region. MSc
master theses (unpublished). Lancaster Uni-
versity.

Earthworms

Earthworms have largely been ignored by the
naturalist.  Their soft, slimy, l imbless and
eyeless bodies are of l imited appeal, though it
is generally recognised that they do a good job
in improving the soil and providing food for
many nocturnal creatures, including foxes and
badgers, as well as the early and not-so-early
bird.  As bait for anglers, earthworms can be
part of the human food chain, and in some
parts of the world they are themselves on the
menu.  I find that earthworm pate always goes

down well with the more gastronomically
adventurous members of an audience!

Earthworms are useful in waste management
and as indicators of soil pollution, and are the
subject of well over a hundred serious
scientific articles every year.

They are, of course, rarely visible.  They crawl
on roads and pavements after heavy rain has
flooded their burrows, and we catch a glimpse
of them when digging the garden, turning over
compost or lifting stones or debris lying on the
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soil.  Twenty seven species of our native
earthworm family, the Lumbricidae, have been
recorded in the British Isles, the largest of
which is the lobworm, Lumbricus terrestris.
On warm, stil l, damp nights, large numbers of
lobworms can be seen by torchlight on lawns,
stretching out of their burrows in search of
food and mates.  Charles Darwin noticed how
lobworms pull dead leaves into their burrows
and he carried out some experiments to test
their “ intell igence” , recorded in his last book -
`The formation of vegetable mould through
the action of worms with observations on their
habits̀  - published in 1881.  The openings of
lobworm burrows are marked by middens,
piles of ejected soil along with bits of plant
debris and often stones (some surprisingly big)
that the worms have dragged by suction using
their toothless but muscular mouths.  Why
middens are formed is just one of many
mysteries of earthworm behaviour.

Our native earthworms are very widespread;
for example I have recorded 22 species on and
around the Lancaster University campus.
They can be collected by digging, trapping,
searching under stones and logs, or by
applying irritant chemicals to the soil
(detergent and mustard solutions are
effective).  A way to induce earthworms to
come up onto the surface that is familiar to
anglers and participants in “worm-charming”
competitions, and used by some birds, is
vibrating the soil.  New research in North
America has shown convincingly that worms
come up to escape moles, and not because
they think that it is raining!  The most
complete guide to their identification is the
booklet by R. W. Sims and B. M. Gerard -
Earthworms. Keys and notes for the
identification and study of the species.  D. T.
Jones and C. N. Lowe’s recent Key to
common British earthworms, an OPAL guide
published by the Field Studies Council in
collaboration with the Natural History
Museum and others, is a laminated sheet that
also includes an introduction to soils.

Examining surface details of live worms to
check identification can be a challenge and it is
best to tackle the larger species first!  I find
that putting a worm inside a clear plastic bag
with a drop of water makes it easy to
manipulate into position under the lens or
microscope.

The national soil and earthworm survey,
launched in 2009, has generated maps showing
the distribution of common species.  The
Earthworm Society of Britain, formed in the
same year, aims to foster interest in
earthworms amongst the general public -
(http://www.earthwormsoc.org.uk).  Our
knowledge of the distribution of our British
species is poor, and there is much scope for
the naturalist to help extend it.

Despite Darwin’s pioneering work little is
known about many aspects of earthworm
behaviour, including how individual worms
respond to other worms of the same and
different species.  An exception is the mating
behaviour of the lobworm, which is relatively
easy to observe since it occurs on the surface.
A simple earthworm observation chamber to
study below-ground activity is easily made by
clipping together two sheets of glass with
strips of wood between them along top and
side edges to act as spacers.  Dry soil is
dribbled into the space inside, and moistened
before the worms are introduced.  The top
should be sealed securely with perforated
adhesive tape to prevent escapes.

Earthworms shun all but weak daylight, but
can be watched in red light, to which they are
relatively insensitive.

Trevor Piearce
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A pair  of K ite-Tailed Robber flies at
Gait Barrows

Pairs of butterflies or dragonflies are easy prey
for the (digital) photographer; they seem
wholly unconcerned with what may be going
on around them.  So it was a bit of a change
when Betty spotted what turned out to be a
pair of (true) flies in September, whilst on the
Limestone Trail at Gait Barrows.  It was not
immediately apparent what they were until
they were ‘potted up’ temporarily for id
purposes.  At that point, a shot was taken
which fortunately turned out to be an
acceptable one:  we were too trusting that
they might be static and amenable but, unlike
butterfly pairs, they were off in tandem in a
flash when the top of the tube was removed
for a better view.

The general view of true flies as a group is
highly coloured by their sometimes less
desirable habits and, in some cases, their
preferred habitats.  They are frequently
observed but not in enough detail for
identification.  The robber fly group had been
only an illustration in a book and not ‘real’ to
us; so it was a bit of a surprise to learn that
what we had found at last made one of their
species tangible.  Without a specialist ‘ fly
book’, their identity remained unresolved, so
we resorted to sending the picture to a couple
of entomologists on email:  Steve Hewitt, of
the Tullie House Museum in Carlisle, who is
always helpful, and Bill Hardwick, who is listed
as the fly recorder for Cheshire (for the
Lancashire one we could not locate an

address).  Their responses were in agreement
and both are almost certain the species is
Machismus atricapil lus, but what was
particularly fascinating was Bill’ s intricate and
detailed analysis of both the advantages, and
otherwise, of identification from photographs.
His excellent response is reproduced here
with his kind permission.

“ You are correct - they are certainly
robber flies, and are indeed unusual for
your neck of the woods.  Identification
from the photograph, although a good
one, is slightly tricky as the most clearly
conclusive features are obscured for
both sexes.  The first bit is easy:  from
the general j izz and the extensively red
legs, they can only be one of two species
- Machimus atricapillus or M. cingulatus.
All other British robber flies are either of
a completely different size and/or shape,
and/or have totally black legs (or almost
so).
In case you have retained the specimens,
the male of atricapillus is easily distin-
guished by the presence of a distinct tab
with a forked or rounded end on the
underside of the 8th sternite (last major
abdominal segment before the genital
capsule).  The female of atricapil lus also
has a characteristic feature on the same
sternite:  a pair of long bristles.  Both of
these features are absent in the corre-
sponding sexes of cingulatus.

Assuming you have no voucher, the
other characteristics that can be used to
separate the two species include the
colour of the hairs on the frons:  these
are entirely black in atricapil lus (rarely
one or two white), whereas they are
about 50% white in cingulatus.  Now, if
you’ve not done much work on identify-
ing flies, the next statement is going to
sound odd.  Unfortunately it is often
easy to confuse black and white hair
colouration in fl ies:  much depends on
the angle of view, the background, the
angle of light and degree of reflection.
What can seem white from one angle
appears black from another!  So this isn’t
the best thing to judge by in a photo
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Lake Garda Holiday

In mid - July, my wife and I selected a resort on
Lake Garda in Northern Italy – Limone.
Luckily, it turned out to have the ideal hotel –
Le Palme – where we stayed for a week.  It‘s
dining room was situated right on the water’s
edge, which gave us the most beautiful scenic
views to accompany our spaghetti and sangria.
By the afternoon, the temperature rose to 85
degrees F.  Due to the Lake being 50 KM long,
running north to south, our northern base had

a cooler climate, and so we were able to see
verdant vegetation below the limestone cliffs
towering above.

A road circled the lake, but the quickest mode
of transport was to use the many ferry boats
that regularly criss-crossed it, saving over half
an hour on most journeys.

The Lake intrudes into three counties; our
northern one was originally occupied by
Austria within the last century.  On its eastern

where you can’t rotate the specimen,
move the light or change from a light to
dark background.

The general colour female of atricapillus
is described as being “darker”  (a term
that might be more helpful if one had
reference material of both species to
hand); that of cingulatus as “browner”.
Again similar lighting caveats apply.

The best remaining discriminatory
character in the photo is in the female
antennae.  In cingulatus, the arista (the
fine hair-l ike segment at the tip) is about
half the length of the preceding thicker
elongate segment.  In atricapillus it is at
least two-thirds the length of that seg-
ment.  Using a magnifying glass and ruler,
I reckon the arista on the left antenna
(which is luckily almost in profile) is
about 70% the length of the preceding
segment.  That points to atricapillus.

Body length doesn’t really provide much
corroboration:  atricapillus is normally in
the range 12-15mm, whereas cingulatus
is slightly smaller at 10-13mm.  Either
could fit with your description.

Both species are on the wing at this
time.  Habitat preferences again favour
atricapillus which frequents a wider
range of habitats including limestone

areas, chalk, dry clay grassland and
heathland, usually on open grassland
with shelter from either bushes or
rather uneven ground.  Cingulatus is a
decidedly local species of dunes and
sandy heaths.  Both are mainly southern
to midlands species, atricapillus being
the more widespread and generally
extending further north including the
Peak District, but both have few known
localities in northern England or Scot-
land.  Cingulatus is much scarcer by the
time you get as far north as the south
midlands and is often absent from appar-
ently suitable dunes even in its relative
strongholds of Dorset, Hampshire and
Surrey along the coast to East Anglia and
the Brecks.

There are no previous records of
cingulatus from your county on the NBN
database and only two records for
atricapillus, both in 1999, one from West
Lancashire, the other from Cumberland.

All in all, then, I think it is a pretty safe
bet that your fl ies are Machimus
atricapillus - a good record for the
Barrows.    Cheers, Bill”

Betty & John Holding
Photograph by John.
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shore, at Malcesni, a funicular (Funivia) climbs
up 2000 metres to the summit of Monte
Baldo.  This was a trip we had made fifteen
years ago, and this second visit was planned
with a view to seeing again the area‘s
numerous flora and fauna.

We were not disappointed!  At a halfway point
up the mountain, we dismounted from the
cage, to emerge into an alpine flower meadow.
The temperature had now dropped to 70
degrees F and butterfl ies abounded.  The list
was:  Wood White, Silver washed Friti llary,
Lesser spotted Fritillary, Great Sooty Satyr,
Dryad, Scarce and European Swallowtail
(laying eggs on pignut type flowers), Berger
and Clouded Yellow, Small White (laying eggs),
Red Admiral, Large and Woodland Ringlet,
Wall Brown, Marbled White, Large Skipper
and several unidentified species.  It would be
an understatement to say that I was in my
element!  It was fantastic to be surrounded by
the alpine flowers and the myriads of insects
rising from the tall grasses with every step.
After a couple of hours, we boarded the
second stage and soon alighted into low cloud
and even cooler air.  There were the same
butterflies but several different flowers,
including Mountain Pansy and two Dianthus
species.

We noticed that many burrows had been
excavated with piles of small stones at their
entrance.  At a distance, we spotted small,

brown, furry animals standing on their hind
legs, which quickly bolted on being
approached; we discovered that they were
Marmots.

Once we were back down at the lakeside, we
saw a Silver–washed Fritil lary drinking from
the wet rocks – a most unusual sight!

One of the main reasons for using Lake Garda
as our base was to visit Verona (of Romeo and
Juliet Fame) and Florence.  The four hour
coach journey, which ended in Florence, was
longer than we had envisaged, and the
extreme 95 degrees F made for a most
uncomfortable two hours of sightseeing.  On
reflection, we should have made it a two day
trip.  We did, however, get a wonderful view
over the city, seeing the Duomo Tower and its
celebrated churches from a high viewpoint,
before descending into the centre.  The city
was heaving with tourists - all wanting to visit
the historic monuments and buildings.  Our
favourite was the Uffesi Art Gallery with its
many classical statues adorning the grounds –
we were transported back to another era.

A day later, we were back in Manchester to
temperatures of 62 degrees F – we found it
quite cooling.

Brian Hugo
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